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— News In Brief

OWENSBORO, Ky. AP ) — Tourism officials hope the selection of
the 11th annual International Barbecue Festival as one of the
;
American Bus Association's Top 100 Events in North America will
mean bigger crowds and bigger bucks.
You can expect a tremendous increase in attendance" at the May
12-13 festival, said Michelle Trull, a spokeswoman for the American
Bus Association in Washington, D.C. "It's really a prestigious honor.
People in tourism look at the list, And each tour bus that -spends the
hight• will Mean $3,000 to $4,000 to your community."
The Riverfest in Covington also made the Top 100. And the Kentucky Derby Festival was included on a separate association list of 24
-Super Events" — nationally, -well-known crowd-pleasers."
Lisa Bittel McCarty, co-chairman of this year's barbecue festival,
said the festival committee will start planning for the expected increased crowds.
"It should help us attract more people and give us some name
recognition in other parts of the country," she said. "We won't be just
that barbecue festival in Owensboro anymore."
But, she said, "It does put a lot of pressure on us.
The committee plans to add a Little Miss and Mr. Mutton contest
and more special events this year, Ms. McCarty said
"We're looking at moving more of it onto Second Street and the connecting streets instead of having so much on First Street," she said
"I'd like to see it spread out more, but they say people like crowds."
Kimra Whitaker, director of tourism services for the Kentucky
Tourism Cabinet, said Owensboro will benefit from extended free
advertising as a result of the selection.
- The American Bus Association's magazine, Destination, publishes
a list of the .Top 100 in one issue. And the magazine publishes a mon
thly list of future events from the list, Ms. Whitaker said.
Ms. Trull said festivals on the list always write saying how much it
helped attendance.
"People all over the world ask for our
she said. —We've had
requests from Japan, Australia, New Zea nd and other places. And
we get hundreds of requests from people in this country who are planning their vacations each year."
Burley Phelan, executive director of the Owensboro-Daviess County Tourist Commission, said he expects the listing to help promote
other events such as the bluegrass festival and the summer festival.
"Once you get somebody in your community the first time, it's easy
to get them back," he said.
"Tour bus operators will want to know what elsmoggircommunity
has to offer if they are pleased with the event," added Ms. Trull.
Ms. Whitaker said Owensboro's inclusion on the list was part of a
lengthy competition at the state and national level.
"The ABA sends letters and forms to tourism agencies in each
state," she said. "This office then sends surveys to organizations
working with tourismi across the state, and they each send back 10
suggestions.
"We tally those up and send the seven winners to the ABA. They
select two from the.list. As a government agency, we don't think we
should just pick festivals,- Ms. Whitaker said. "It speaks very highly
of the barbecue festival that it was selected."

Elsewhere
The ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President-elect Bush's choice of a moderate,
pragmatic cabinet means the confirmation process that begins this
week will lack the ideological overtones of the Reagan years and instead offer debate on substantive issues.
HANOI, Vietnam — While some Americans still await word of a
husband, father or son, U.S.-Vietnamese teams patrol the countryside in the biggest effort yet to find remains of fallen airmen and
send them on a final, peaceful journey home.
VIIZDI KHAN, Bangladesh — A brand-new signaling system and
human error may have caused an express train packed with religious
pilgrims to collide head-on with a mail train, killing at least 110 people and injuring 1,000.
SAN FRANCISCO — Subtle chaos in heartbeat patterns may be a
sign of health, while monotonous regularity could foretell sudden cardiac death, researchers say. They hope the mathematical theory of
chaos — which says order can be disguised as disorder — will help
them predict who risks cardiac arrest, learn how the brain works and
plan the best time to give vaccines to prevent epidemics.
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Governors split on question of succession

Owensboro tourism officials
are excited by barbecue honor
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
There is something fascinating
about Kentucky's governorship.
Politicians at every level have
historically viewed becoming
governor as the end-all and be-all
of a career. Some people spend
their careers in an unsuccessful
pursuit of the office. And people
who have been governor want to
keep serving; witness the number
of, former governors who have
sought the office again.
Yet Kentucky's governorship is
also an elusive prize. It remains
one of only two in the natiornwhere

Ikmembering
the dream as
nation marks
holiday today.
ATLANTA (AP
— Black
leaders nationwide remembered
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
on what would have been his 60th
birthday by urging a new genera,tion to use — not confuse or abuse
— the rights they enjoy because of
his struggles.
Today is a federal holiday
honoring the slain civil rights
leader, and the commemorations
included the swearing in of the
first blacks on the Dallas County
( Ala. I Commission in more than a
century. The ceremony was
scheduled for Selma, where King
began the 1965 Selma-to Montgomery march that resulted
in passage of the Voting Rights
Act.
The Liberty Bell in Philadelphia
was to be symbolically tapped to(Cont'd on page :3)

Kentuckian
was driver for
Tom Cruise on
'Rain Man' set
HEBRON, Ky. ( AP — iilly
Baxter, not knowing what to expect from all those Hollywood people, was reluctant to take a job as
a driver for the cast and crew of
the movie -Rain Man."
But the people turned out to be
very nice. And nicest of all, Baxter
discovered, was actor Tom
Cruise, 26.
Baxter, 41, was impressed with
Cruise's politeness, hard work and
kindness to fans — particularly
when 300 showed up as the crew
filmed at Pompilio's Restaurant
in Newport.
During the six weeks they worked together last spring, Baxter
and Cruise found they had much in
common. Both like to ride horses
and pit four-wheel-drive vehicles
against rugled terrain. They did
both on Baxter's Boone County

an incumbent is forbidden to serve
successive terms.
Former governors agree that
the current restriction of a single,
four-year term hampers Kentucky's government, but they also
acknowledge the potential'hazards
of change
'Four :years is not enough time
for a good governor, but it's .. a
long .1.ime- for- a bad
" -saidLouie B Nunn, who served from
1967-71 and is the only living Republican who served as
governor.
Kentucky voters, however,

seem inclined to keep things as
they are.
They soundly defeated the only
amendment to the current constitution ever placed on the ballot
regarding this subject. That was
in 1981 when then-Gov. John Y
Brown Jr. placed his own reputation on the line behind the amendment only to see it defeated by a
vote of 3gL36216'213,98g:a tria
of 64 percent to 36 percent.
And when former governors run
for the office again. Kentuckians
are not hospitable.
During the past century, only

one person has im
py'' Chandler was (-14-n • and again 20 ver,,r,1 ,i'—
.tried for .a thin
and 1467 Dem ,
the results wer,
was soundly 11W:rated
Chandler pursued
candidacy in :97' ar('
di5tan1 third_
Nevertheless, ti-a2 „
up from time to time
Most recently r
Wendell Ford raised the HH
(Cont'd on page 7)

Storey's show a success

I

Outdoor sports enthusiasts from across the region
came to Murray last weekend for Jeanette Storey's
fourth Indoor Sporting Exposition. Above, guests at
the West Kentucky Exposition Center saw a wide
variety of recreational items,including bass and ski
boats, pontoon boats, hovercraft, fishing gear and
golf carsAt right, Kell Dixon of Murray took time
out to read some product literature on board a pontoon boat for sale at the show — below, professional
hunting and fishing guide Mike Fennell, Hardin, set
up a display booth. Fennell, who conducted a
seminar on using fish locators, was one of several
guest clinicians at the exposition. "We had an excellent show and we're already looking forward to
next year," Storey said.
.taff photos t) lki% id Tot k
;..

(Cont'd on page 2)

Personal portrait: the nation's 41st president
likes pork rinds, power boats, shopping jaunts

Tonight: Fair and cold. Low
25 to 30. Light southwest wind.
Tuesday: Sunny and pleasant. High near 50.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Tuesday through Thursday
calls for fair to partly cloudy
skies and a little warmer conditions each day.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

35.5.3
355.3

George Bush
President-elect

WASHINGTON ( AP — From
pork rinds to power boats, from
7:15 a.m. workday starts to spurof-the-moment shopping jaunts.
George Herbert Walker Bush
already is setting a pace and a
style far different from the man he
will succeed.
The nation's 41st president is a
man of aristocratic breeding and
down-home tastes. He enjoys
country music, dropping by Sears
to buy power tools, jogging a mile
or two. His drink of choice is a
vodka martini, his idea of com-

petitive sports is a good game of
horseshoes, his suits are tailormade.
Miring his campaign. Bush
often joked that one of his hardest
tasks during eight years as Ronald
Reagan's vice president was
"keeping my charisma in check."
As Bush nears his inauguration,
he has exhibited a salty, easygoing
confidence that, if not everyone's
idea of charisma, is at least sharply at odds with the onetime
perception of him as awkward in
public, whiny of voice, and wimpy

in demeanor.
Bush still speaks in bursts and
with a syntax that is tiften
haphazard. He sprinkles his kain•
versation with phrases such as
"going ballistic" and "I'm not going to get all tense," and talks
about "the drug thing" or the
"Persian Gulf thing."
at
'But Bush seems far
ease with himself now, and ts exhibited a quick-wittedness, particulary in his dealings with
(Cont'd on pare ?)
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Bush inaugural: a better view
and $25 million housewarming

Succession...
((Ward from page I)
irig the organizational session of
the General Assembly early this
month Ford said the legislature
was responsible for making succession possible by becoming a
full partner in Kentucky
government.
Among Kentucky's former
governors, there are mixed opinions on whether succession is the
best solution.
"I'm not sure whether I feel
there should be succession or one,
six-year term and no succession,"
said Nunn, who tried to win his
own second term in In.
The two immediate past governors split on the matter.

WASHINGTON I AP) — George
Bush, a man who has uprooted
wife and children 28 times in his
career, moves this week into yet
another house, one with a better
view. And a i25 million party will
welcome him to the neighborhood.
It is the most glorified ritual of
the Republic, this quadrennial
festival, and Washington is
celebrating, as usual, as if Friday's inauguration were for the
first president, and not the 41st.
Well, maybe not the first.
George Washington, after all, took
the oath in New York City, and did
so without pageantry. The founding fathers wanted to avoid any
semblance of European monarchy, and kept the ceremony as
spartan as Bush's, 200 years later,

Martha Layne Collins was
known to favor a six-year term.
Brown pushed for the succession
amendment to the constitution.
Former Gov. Julian Carroll also
comes down in favor of a longer
term.
-I'm a firm believer in a one,
six-year, no-succession, term."
Carroll said last week.
Carroll holds the unique position
of actually having served longer
than four years as governor. He
took office in 1974 after Ford went
to the Senate. He won election to a
full, four-year term in 1975..
Carroll said a six-year term
would give a governor three sessions of the General Assembly to
implement his programs.
With succession, a governor
would be more interested in being re-elected than being an effective governor," Carroll said.
As it now stands, incoming
-goVerifors are severely hampered
by the timing of their inauguration, Carroll said.
Less than a month after taking
office, the General Assembly convenes an the new governor has
barely two more weeks to prepare
a biennial budget.
"A governor essentially loses
his first session ... and by the time
he gets around to his second session, he's a lame duck." Carroll'
said.
The current governor, Wallace
Wilkinson, also jumped on the succession bandwagon. His battle to
have the legislature place such a
constitutional amendment on the
ballot last year alienated him
from lawmakers and caused a rift
with Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones.

Another files for
county position
James K. Parker, Murray, has
filed for the office of jailer of
Calloway County, according to a
spokesperson tor the Calloway
County Clerk's office.
The filing deadline is Jan. 23, for
the four-year offices of coroner,
judge-executive. county clerk,
county attorney, sheriff, jailer,
property valuation administrator
and the four county magistrates.

A tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was sponsored by the Murray
State University Minority Advisory Council Sunday in the Curris Center
Theatre featuring Darryl VariLeer, above. VanLeer, Nashville, reenacted three of the late Dr. King's'speeches — "I have a Dream,""I've
been to the Mountaintop," and "The Drum Major Instinct," as.part of
the special observances continuing today with a one-mile candlelight
walk at 5 p.m. from Ordway Hall. After the walk, a program in the Curris Center Barkley Room featuring Sam Burrage of WPSD•TV 6 and
assistant to the president Dr. Lewis Liddell will also honor the civil
rights leader.
Staff photo by Jeannie Brandstetter

Holiday-...
((laird from page I)
day and church and school bells
were being rung in Michigan.
Golfers were to tee off in a suburban Los Angeles tournament
benefiting King's Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and
the Rev. Jesse Jackson was
scheduled as the featured speaker
at King's church in Atlanta.
President-elect Bush was planning to attend an ecumenical
prayer breakfast organized by the
Inaugural Afro-American Committee in Washington. Other
events th the nation's capital included a benefit and fashion show.
Jackson's keynote address at
Ebenezer Baptist Church capped a
week-long observance in King's
hometown. At the church Sunday,
King's widow urged Bush to hold
true to his call for "a kinder,
gentler nation" and to impose

SAVE NOW!

strict sanctions against South
Africa.
In addition, Coretta Scott King
said in her annual "State of the
Dream" speech, the United States
must do more by "providing
education and economic
assistance directly to black South
Africans who bear the brunt of suffering in that troubled land."
"I think we ought to take the
president-elect at his word and
hold him to his call for a kinder,
gentler nation where peace and
justice are in fact a reality," she
said. "But a kinder, gentler nation
will require kinder, gentler
leaders."
Mrs. King gave her speech
before an estimated 1,200 people at
the church where King and his
father Were co-pastors. It may
have been her final "State of the
Dream" address as president of
The King Center, a memorial and
policy center in Atlanta.
On Saturday, she announced
that her 27-year-old son, Dexter
Scott King, would assume the
presidency April 4 — the 21st anniversary of King's assassination
at a Memphis. Tenn., motel in
1968.
Today is the fourth year for the
King national holiday. In 1983,
after considerable debate, Congress named the third Monday in
January as a national holiday
honoring King, whose actual birthday was Sunday.
Most states also observe Martin
Luther King Jr. Day as a state
holiday. Among the few that don't
is Arizona, where rallies were
planned in Phoenix and Tucson
and where prospects are uncertain
for a measure that lawmakers
plan to introduce this year.

will be elaborate.
Bush, who intends to wear a
regular business suit for his oath.
taking on the Capitol's West Pork
tico on Friday, confessed he is
"not entirely" comfortable with
the costly, four-day panoply of
social events surrounding that
simple act.
But he added "I have no
apologies for the way we're doing
it," because the country deserves
a celebration every four years.
The show officially begins
Wednesday, with Bush and Vice
President-elect Dan Quayle
leading the public in an outdoor
cavalcade at the Lincoln
Memorial. The audience will be
given flashlights to beam a "thousand points of light," the phrase
Bush often uses to symbolize
America's private volunteers. A
Navy fly-by, an Army parachute
demonstration, music by the
Gatlin Brothers and the Beach
Boys, and a fireworks finale also
are on the program.
The opening spectacle is one of
at least nine free events sponsored
by the inaugural committee, an
unprecedented number, even as
other, invitation-only affairs boast
hefty prices. Three black-tie dinners Wednesday night, for example, cost $1,500 per person. A box
for eight at the entertainment gala
at the capital's Convention Center
Thursday goes for $25,000. You can
see the two-hour show, featuring
Frank Sinatra, Julio Iglesias.
Randy Travis and Loretta Lynn,
live and for free on CBS.
Overall, the estimated cost of
more than a score of major, official events, including 11 inaugural balls Friday night; is a
record $25 million, with most of
that raised privately. Ronald
Reagan's two inaugurals cost $20
million in 1985 and $15.5 million in
1981; Jimmy Carter's cost $3.5
million in 1977.
Congress appropriated $750,000
to cover part of the cost of the Friday ceremony on the Capitol
grounds, and also to foot its own
luncheon with the new president.
And $2.5 million in tax money is
earmarked for the Armed Forces
Inaugural Committee, which is

(Cont'd from page 1)
farm during the shooting of "Rain
Man" in the Greater Cincinnati
area. "He'made me feel comfortable.. The longer I was with him,
the better we got along," Baxter
said.
Before Cruise left, Baxter and
his wife even helped Cruise and his
wife celebrate their first wedding
anniversary.
"Rain Man" stars Dustin Hoffman as an autistic savant on the
road with his younger brother,
played by Cruise.
That—day in Newport: Cruise
gave autographs longer than
usual, Baxter said. Fans chased
after the car when Cruise tried to
leave in the 1988 Chevrolet station
wagon rented for him.
"We got about three blocks, and
there was this little girl standing
on the corner by herself. She was
about 13. She looked bashful,"
Baxter said.
"She's standing there and had a
piece of paper and a pencil in her
hand. I pulled up to the stop sign.
She didn't know Tom was in the
car. Tom looked out, and he saw
this little girl ... and Tom says,
'Hey, Billy, wait a minute.'
pushed the button for the window down, and he says, 'Hi,
how're you doing?' This girl starts
shaking, she's so excited. He says,
'Do you want me to sign that?'
"I thought she was going to drop
the pencil and paper. He wrote (Cont'd from page I)
something to her
and when I reporters, that seemed to be misstook off, those kids were touching ing in the past.
the back bumper."
Bush,64, has made it clear he inAt other times, the fans — main- tends to be up and about — a proly teen-agers — caught up to the spect that must make the Secret
car.
Service nervous and which doesn't
"I'd always make sure the win- make reporters' jobs any easier.
dows were up and the doors were
"I'm not going to be isolated and
locked," Baxter said. "Well, Tom cut off. Say I want to go buy a suit..
puts the window down, and these I want to eat Peking duck. And I
girls were trying to get in, and don't want to have to spend a lot of
they got stuck in the window-. I had
time worrying about where people
to keep stopping because I didn't are. I want to say, 'I'm ready to
want them to get hurt.
go, let's go," he said.
"He'd roll the window down to
Bush's forays into town are
wave at them, and they'd jump becoming legendary — remindful
right in."
of the unannounced trips PresiBefore being assigned to Cruise, dent Lyndon Johnson used to take.
Baxter spent a couple of weeks
He buys bagels at a local
driving crew members and runn- delicatessen, makes frequent trips
ing errands.
to a Washington men's shop to be
Six days a week, Baxter picked fitted for suits, goes out himself to
Cruise up at The Cincinnatian buy presents for his wife, and
Hotel at 7 a.m. Cruise already had often drops by the local Safeway to
been awake for an hour, working pick up a few groceries.
out in a gym.
In his beloved vacation home of
Cruise studied his script in the Kennebunkport, Maine, Bush frecar on the way to the set. At the
quently takes unannounced walks
end of the day's shooting —
through the village, patronizes
sometimes after 14 hours — Cruise local shops, takes his boat out for a
loosened up on the drive back to spin, goes fishing, jogs through the
the hotel, Baxter recalled.
neighborhood.
Baxter invited Cruise and his
At his oceanside family comwife, actress Mimi Rogers, to the pound, he uses one cottage as an
farm after Cruise mentioned he office, where he does his own typliked to ride horses.
ing on an electric typerwriter set
up at his desk.
On a recent visit, he shushed
reporters asking him questions
while he was fishing in a local
river — telling them not to scare
away the fish. However, he admit-

President...

organizing various military contributions, including marching
bands, chauffeurs for dignitaries,
and security and traffic control.
An estimated 150,000 people are
expected to flock to the Capitol
Friday. Tickets, dispensed free by
members of Congress, will be required for all but the most-distant
spots.
More than 70 events, ranging
from state receptions to a prayyr
service at National Cathedral on
Sunday, haave been coordinated
with the inaugural committee, and
scores of other, independent shindigs are planned.
The 11 official balls are expected to draw 60,000 invited
guests, including 12,000
youngsters at two casual-dress
youth balls.
The week's activities include a
Salute to The First Lady, Barbara
Bush, at each of three halls in the
Kennedy Center on Thursday,
where a $50 ticket buys a choice of
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Charlton
Heston or Cheryl Ladd for entertainment. Several events are aimed at teen-agers and children, including a forum with Quayle and
Education Secretary Lauro
Cavazos on Thursday and a
history-and-entertainment
pageant at Constitution Hall on
Saturday.
Bush's inaugural speech Friday
will be followed with the traditional parade west on Pennsylvania Avenue to the White
House. The 10,000 marchers will
include 34 Military units, high
school and college bands from
every state. tootling calliopes,
clopping Clydesdales, the California Raisins and the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir. The "Yellow
Rose of Texas," the -Eyes of
Texas," and "Deep In The Heart
Of Texas" may be heard a time or
two.
After dancing the night away,
the President and Mrs. Bush will
open the doors of the White House
to the public Saturday from 8-11
a.m., personally greeting
thousands of people likely to wait
in line for hours. Guests will be
allowed to stroll the South Lawn,
too.
ted, he never caught fish at that
particular spot anyway. So why
did he return there? "I like to
cast," he said.
He also enjoys throttling up his
sleek 28-foot Cigarette boat,
° crashing through
Atlantic Ocean waves at speeds up
to 50 mph, sometimes appearing
to relish in leaving a Coast Guard
"chase" boat in his spray.
The former oil industry executive, while claiming Texas at
his adopted home, does not back
away from his New England roots
or his good fortune at birth.
At the same time, he's a man
who enjoys country music, watching rented video tapes and who
sometimes drives around the
Naval Observatory grounds,
where the vice presidential
residence is located, because he's
chauffeured everywhere else.
Then there's the Bush family enthusiasm for sports — from tennis
to horseshoes. When Bush talks
about a "six pack," he's not talking beer — although he's been
known to enjoy one on occasion —
but about wrapping successive
horseshoes around the pole.
Bush once even suggested that
horseshoes was "the national
sport," and has hinted he plans to
install a horsehoe pit on the White
House grounds.
Bush, trim at six-foot-two, runs
several times a week, usually doing about two miles at a time.
And, while he is known to enjoy
fine meals in good restaurants, he
also has a fondness for junk food —
downing pork rinds and smothering nearly everything in hot sauce,
even tuna fish sandwiches.
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Entire Line of Perms Reduced 330/0
Now thru Feb. 14th

NO LIMIT

Reg 35 00 to 60 Or

No. 23"to 3900
One HOUR
cLeaneRs

The Styling Salon at
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
For An Appointment
lam JCParourr Company ioc

JCPenney
Chrostnut Hiiia•Murray
Salon Mon -Fri 9-8
Hours Saturday 9-41
Sunday 1-5

Two Drive-In
Locations
Central Center 753-9525
715 So. 12th St
759-4130

Shirts
Laundered to perfection

or

,5

$r
for

ALL WEEK

1988 Mazda 323
Blue, 1 2,xxx miles.
Just Like New!!

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
604 So. 12th St.

753-7114
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Printing Week
observed at MSU
By Dr. Thomas E. Gray, Chairman classified as functionally illiterate.
Sharing the concern of the ANPA
Department of Graphic Arts
Technology/Printing Management Founclation, the U.S. Government
PrintThg Office is joining the U.S.
Murray State University
Office of Education, major printing
The week of January 15-21 has professional organizations, combeen designated as International mercial printers, newspapers and
Printing Week, a time set aside for public service television in seeking
recognition of a vital aspect of solutions to this problem. A major
modern civilization — the printing goal of the GPO initiatives is to inindustry. The theme for Printing volve local printing companies at
- Week is 'Print: Linking Industry the community level in efforts to
and Education."
eradicate illiteracy, through
A vast and far-reaching industry, greater interaction with the public
printing ranks first in the country schools.
in the number of business
Emphasizing the importance of
establishments and sixth in the our past in developing our future,
number of employees—more than International Printing Week is
1.3 million people. The U.S. Bureau scheduled each year to coincide
of Labor Statistics estimates that with the birthday of one of
the industry will need 60,000 new America's most celebrated
employees each year in a wide printers, Benjamin Franklin. Born
range of fascinating jobs that pay January 17, 1706, Franklin was apsubstantially above the national prenticed at the age of 12 to his
average for manufacturing brother James,a printer in Boston.
industries.
Throughout his life he took pride in
The celebration of International his mastery of the printer's trade.
Printing Week is a commemoration
Today, the 'printing industry is
of mankind's ability to record and one of the most technologically
preserve experiences and ideas sophisticated industries in the
and to communicate with peers and world. Printed words and images
posterity by means of the printing are in great demand in all aspects
press. Printed images abound_ in of m,odern life. As the need to put
our world — magazine, books, images on various materials
newspapers and posters are among qmper, cloth, wood, plastic,
the most familiar items associated fiberglass, metal ) continues to inwith printing, but virtually crease, so does the demand for inanything carrying an image has dividuals with sales, marketing,
been processed by one of the management and production skills
reproduction methods employed in related to the field of graphic comthe
field
of
graphic munication. With a wealth of excohuounications.
citing, challenging career options,
Unfortunately, many Americans the printing industry is as much as
are unable to take full advantage of part of our future, as it has been the
the power of the images thus recorder and preserver of our past.
reproduced. Much of the focus for
A number of options are
this year's commemoration of In- available for individuals who would
ternational Printing Week and like to explore career opportunities
other major industry sponsored ac- in graphic communications. Intivity will be-clirected toward the terested persons may obtain more
growing problem of illiteracy in the information about this challenging
United States. The American and vital industry by contacting the
Newspaper-Publishers Association Department of Graphic Arts
(ANPA Foundation Literacy Pro- Technology/Printing Manageject group has estimated that by ment, Murray State University,
the year 2,000 an alarming percen- Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone )5021
tage of adult Americans will be 762-3394.

Letter To The Editor

Local soccer association
thanks city-county parks
Dear Editor;
The Murray Calloway County
Soccer Association extends their
heartfelt thanks for the tremendous
help and support of Gary Hohman
and his park staff in preparing,
maintaining and improving the Bee
Creek Soccer Complex during the
1988 season. Mr. Hohman listened
to our proposed goals for improving the Bee Creek Soccer Complex
and offered guidance in obtaining
the necessary supplies and man-
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power needed. When possible Mr.
Hohman and his staff supplied the
manpower necessary to complete
projects such as team benches,
placing of "No Parking" signs, and
creating a turn around at the west
end of the complex.
Thank you Gary Hohman and
park staff for your assistance during the 190 fall season. We are
looking forward to another exciting
year of soccer and complex improvements. The Murray Calloway
County Soccer Association's commitment to offer the finest soccer
program and facilities to the
children of our community will
become a reality with your continued support.
Sincerely,
Murray Calloway County
Soccer Association
Board of Directors
Ron Christopher, President
Cathy Clark, Registrar
Murray, Ky. 42071

Thoughts
In Season

'oy
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by Ken Wolf
Here is a whimsical, but not entirely fanciful, definition of a Christian, written by Thomas Russell
Ybarra:
A Christian is a man who
feels
Repentance on a Sunday
For what he did on Saturday
And is going to do on Monday.
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Toeing the line can be an ugly business
With some people, the problem is
always the back With me, it's feet.
So I wasn't really surprised during the past weekend when I suddenly found myself howling and
hopping on °lie foot around my kitchen. The thought went through my
mind: -It figures, it figures."
The reason I was hopping on one
foot was that I had been cooking
some spaghetti. But instead of
pouring the boiling water into the
sink. I aimed badly and poured it
off on my bare foot.
On the way to the hospital, I watched without sympathy as my foot
changed colors.
If it hadn't been for the pain, I
might have pointed a finger at it
and said; "Foot, you got exactly
what you deserve."
The fact is. I dislike my feet, At
times the feelings border on hatred.
As far back as I can remember,
they've been nothing but trouble.
You might wonder how a person
can hate his own feet. I don't think
that's unusual. Some people hate
their own noses. Or their teeth.
At least they can go to a plastic
surgeon and get a nose job, or have
their teeth capped.
But when you hate your own feet,
there's not much you can do about
it except try to ignore them or
swear when you hap-pen to see
them.
And that's one of the problems
with feet. They're hard to ignore.
The first things I see every morning are my feet, sticking up at the
other end of the bed.
So J start each morning by saying; "Hello, you lousy, ugl:tt, gnarled, painful bastards. I hate both of

Mike Royko is on vacation
until Jan. 16. While he is gone
we are reprinting some of his
favorite columns from the past.
you
That's not the best way to begin
the day, I suppose, but it does get
me into the proper frame of mind
for my job.
As I lie there looking at my feet,
I'm always struck by how ugly they
are.
Most feet aren't good looking. I
can't remember anybody being
renowned for his or her stunningly
attractive feet, although there are
strange people whose pulses race
at the sight of a toe. Or so they say,
when they write about their fantasies to Penthouse Forum.
But for ugliness, mine have
always been in a class by
themselves.
When I was born, the first thing
my mom said to the nurse was:
He takes after his father. Look at
those feet.''
She was right. My father had size
12 feet. And so did I — on the day
I was born.
And the doctor later said that I
was the only infant he had ever
seen come into the world with
caluses and corns and cracked
toenails.

My toes are longer than most
people's fingers. If the toes were
extended, I'd probably wear a size
20 shoe. But they curl under about
three times so they look more like
large, clenched fists than feet.
They're also very wide. They
might be as wide as they are long,
which has always made it difficult
for me to find shoes that fit
properly.
When I was a kid, we'd spend
hours at the shoe stores looking for
shoes that were wide enough. One
slae man finally gave up and said:
"Lady, the only place you'll find
a shoe that fits this kid is at a
blacksmith's shop." r
We finally found soemthing that
fit perfectly. They were comfortable, but a lot of people looked
twice when they saw somebody
walking around with two baseball
gloves on his feet.
Then there's the arch. Basically.
there are two kinds of arches.
The normal arch curves upward.
providing the foot with flexibility
and acting as a shock absorber for
the spine.
The flat foot has little or no
curve.
Mine is in a class by itself. The
arch curves downward, sort of like
the bottom of a rocking chair.
This makes it rdifficult-fu me to stand up without swaying back and
forth, which has led the con-i
siderable misunderstanding.
especially in bars.
When I was in the service, we'd
all be standing at attention. Then
the wind would blow. With my
arms stiff at my side, I'd sway forward, then backward. Pretty soon,
I'd be going back and forth like a

rocker, first my nose. then the back
of my head, grazing the ground.
The commanding officer didn't
know what to do with someone like
that, so he finally assigned me to
the-base orchestra, where I was ur,
ed as a human metronome.
You can learn to live with feet
like mine, but you have to take certain precautions.
For example, I took a vacation
along the seashore once. In the
evening, I'd take long, barefoot
walks along the beach.
One morning, I noticed a crowd
of men studying my footprints in
the sand. They were from the
police, the Conservation Department and the local zoo.
One of them shook his head and
said: "I don't know what kind of
creature it is, but we'd better post
some armed men here at night."
My feet have probably sensed
how I've felt about them. and
they've retaliated by getting
themselves stubbed and stepped on
every chance they get. don't even
take it personally when someone
steps on my foot any more. I just
say: "Don't apologize, he had it
coming. Step on the other one. too.
he's just as bad.''
And I wouldn't have even gone to
the hospital when I burned my foot.
-except that ThAve tblTvêr\;;;ItT. -If When the doctore came into the
emergency room. he asked me
what happened.
"I poured a pot of boiling water
on it."
He shook his head and said'
'Yeah. Boy. it really does i(,q-r•k
awful.'
"Doc. I said, -it's the other
one."

The Corns Decision

What is efficient about funding? Schools ask Court to rule
By Tom Parrish_ ,
Third in a serien
Section 183 of the Kentucky
Constitution reads: "The General
Assembly shall, by appropriate legislation, provide for an efficient
system of common schools
throughout the state."
The 66 poor school districts who
have sued the state claim that the
General Assembly's past efforts to
provide more funds for the schools
fall short of the mark set by the
Constitution.
Circuit Judge Ray Corns of
Franklin Circuit Court has ruled
on their side.
The judge reviewed House Bill I
of 1965 and House Bill 44 of 1979,
two laws which have the effect of
limiting the growth of property tax
revenues. Although he didn't find
them unconstitutional per se. he
said they contribute to inadequate
schook — an unconstitutional
result.
In 1966. appearing in an attempt
to temper its 1965 limits on school
revenues with a touch of fiscal
mercy. the Legislature author-lied
any district to levy one of three
possible taxes—an occupational

Shakertown
Roundtable
tax, a tax on the gross receipts of
utilities, or an excise tax on income
But 20 years later the 66 poor
districts saw this movre as offering
no help at all. because such taxes
favored districts with dense populations, flourishing businesses and
high payrolls. Besides. these "permissive-taxes were subject to recall
by the voters, which meant that in
the poorest counties they had scant
change of adoption.
In 1976 another legislative action
caused local tax rates to undergo a
further fall.
This came about because the
General Assembly transferred the
'collection of the local tax effort
required for participation in the
Minimum Foundation Program
from the district to the state. Some
districts were left with no local
property tax at all. Although the
move made it appear that the state
had substantially increased its contribution to the funding of education, what the legislature had produced was not windfall but merely
an illusion. No additional revenue
was involved.
In the same session the legislature created the Power Equalization Fund, a device explicitly
intended to help poor districts. The
idea of the PEF is that. the state
provides fund to a poor district in
order to enableone cent of tax rate
to yield as much per pupil as one
cent in high-capacity district like
Fayette County. But at present the
state makes available only enough
support to supplement the first 10
or
cents of tax.
Then, in 1979, came a legislative action with a wallop like that
packed by House Bill No. I in

195.This time a special session of
the General -Assembly enacted
House Bill No. 44, requiring districts to reduce their tax rates every
year so that current receipts would
not be more than 4 per cent higher
than those of the previous year.
Thus the bill put a cap on revenue
and retained the capon the tax rate.
Any increase that would bring in
more than 4 per cent must he submitted to the voters for their
approval,---a formula almost guaranteed to yield no results.
When HR 44 was enacted, the
tax rate stood at .31,5 cents: within
two years it had declined to 22.9
cents, and. in the succeeding years
this act, together with the rollback
law, has continued to cast a long
shadow over school funding.
Since 1983 education has indeed
been the dominant public issue in
Kentucky, as in inan other states,
with v arious task forces and committees producing plans ior improvement in the school.. In 1985
the Kentucky legislature adopted
the Education Improvement Program proposed by (-lox ernor Martha I.ayne Collins
This program called for increasing teachers* salaries, reducing class
sites, providing for remedial pro
grams. increasing the site of the
Power Equali7ation Fund. and
funding i commission on school
I acilities. \lost observers, ho'.',es cir
regarded the program as a modest
attack on a massore problem, and
the governor hersa - called it "a
first step in the right direction.**
Lnfortunatelv. it has proved to he
an v thing hut a giant step, since a
number of the programs have not
been funded.
Altogether. it seemed to the
leaders of the 66 property -poor
school districts that II the Legislature was ever going to move substantially in the desired direction.
this would come about only after
pushing and prodding. Therefore,
they went to court.
Although the 66 districts and
their legal ads kers invoked the
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution (which declares that
every person is entitled to due process and to the equal protection of
the laws), the main weight of their
case rested on the Constitution of
Kentucky -its mandate "for an
efficient system of common schools
throughout the state.Efficient" Clearly. that simpj„).
word carries a heavy burden here.
To the members of the Council for
Better Education --the leaders of
the 66 aggrieved districts—the term
"efficient" could hardly be applied
to the school situation in Elliott
County. with its trailers salvaged
from flivi waters, or in Morgan
County. with its classes crowded in
an underheated gymnasium. Or to
all the districts in which students
had no opportunity to take such
courses as calculus and advanced
computer training or even college
prep English. "Efficient," the
plaintiffs believed, could not des-

cribe the Ken4uch educatiora!
system ot I 9S3- 54. in which the
combination of state and local
revenues provided 54. I 09 tor each
pupil in the w ealthiest school
district. .
•
If the qiialitv of a Child*,
education - - from excellent to woefully inadequate --depended pureb.
on where he or she happened to
li‘ el then the sxstenapro\ idine that
education could not he considered
efficient_
In'the ‘iew or the attornevs tor
the defendants in the case under
discussion here. "there is nothing
.:onstitutionall‘ reput2nant about
unequal funding of seirool districts
where the o\.erall s‘sterm is 'Lib
elem.' and esirletiiiiib. •.khere the
poorer districts are recei‘ inc iii''re
state monies than the wealthter di'.
tricts.- But in v teW or the oh,ion,
and widespread disparities am; I rr2
the districts. could
tell) he regarded as efficient'
festik inc in the trial of the L
two expert witnesses defined ,in.
''efficient- school s\ stem. Such a
s‘stenr, said Dr Richard Salmon I •t
l'olx technic Institute. mu,r
meet three standards: it must hakr•
comparable tax efforts amorrq.: its
districts, must pro‘ide the llc.`'L'\ar‘ resources throughout the state
for all districts, and must not waste
its "fiscal or human capital
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Project Apollo, an outdoor
adventure camping program by
Murray State University and Tennessee Valley Authority for Upward Bound students, has been
refunded through 1980 and expanded to include all 50 states.
Steven Lee Dunn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob E. Dunn, has been
nominated for appointment to U.S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Md., by Congressman Carroll
Hubbard.
Elected as officers of Twin
Lakers Good Sam Camping Club
were W. Rudolph Howard, Andy
Rogers and Carol Kelly.
Births reported include a girl to
Glenn and Phyllis Nanny, Jan. 3.
Twentyyears ago
Airman 1st Class Gary N. Carson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fray R.
Carson, is with 377th Security
Police Squadron, Tau Son Nhat
AB, Vietnam.
Army Pfc. Michael H. Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh E.
Johnson. has been assgned as a
teletype operator with Phu Lam
Signal Battalion in Vietnam.
Joyce Ann Brandon and Roger
Steven Gordon were married Dec.
22 at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey A. Barnhill, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Horace Milam
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hoke, Jan. 11; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Needy, Jan. 12.

Thirty Jears ago
Betty Hart, Ted Sykes. Rozanne
Farris, Lochie Overbey, Marilee
Easter and Young Young.
students at Murray High School
have been named to the Quill and
Scroll Society.
Assets of Peoples Bank are
$6,263,853.02 and of Dees Bank of
Hazel are $943.644.46 as published
in statements at close of business
on Dec. 31, 1958.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Noel Rupert Melton and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Johnson.
Deputy Fire Marshall W.0.
Spencer spoke at a recent meeting
of Murray Civitan Club at Kentucky Colonel.
Forty,','ears ago
Slight earth tremors were felt in
Murray the night of Jan. 13 about
9:30 p.m. No panic or excitement
was cause by the tremors anh only
a few reported they felt them.
G.B. Scott and A. Carman are
directors for Calloway County for
Purchase Parish Jersey Cattle
Club.-Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee
Tech in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Davis for Murray and Jacobs for Tennessee
Tech.
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution met at home of Mrs. Cleo
Gills Hester.
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
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Coming community events listeid
Monday,Jan. 18
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will have an
open installation of new officers at
730 p.m. at the lodge hall. The
public is invited. The lodge will
have a business meting at 7 p.m.
prior to the installation
————
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
————
Parents' Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Harmon of
Rt. 1, Almo, will be honored in
celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, Jan. =.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Community Room of
the North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
All friends and relatives are,invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon were
married Jan. 28, 1939, by the Rev.
R.F. Gregory of Murray.
Their attendants were Gracie
Nanney Bucy and Kirby Bucy.
Mr. Harmon is retired from the
Murray Division of The Tappan
Co.
They are members of Dexter
Church of Christ.
They have one daughter. Mrs.
Sandra Barron and her husband,
Bobby, and one grandson, Anthony Steve Barron, all of Rt. 1,
Almo.

Bible Class (nondenominational) will be at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center, east side of
courtsquare in downtown Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Harmon

West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 7 p.m. in
Classroom 1, Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. For information call
1-442-1310.
————
Purchase Area Development
District Board of Directors will
meet at 5 p.m. at PADD office at
Mayfield.
————
Free boating safety classes will
be from 7 to 9 p.m. in Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call Kentucky

SANTA'S ATTIC

FINAL SALE

70°10 off
Storewide
Wed.. Jan. 18 - Sat. Jan. 21

See Tuesday s Ad For Details
West Side Court Square
Murray

eiteAA.:
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

DIRTY ROTII.N
SCOUNDRELScem

Don Jackson, left, and his two Girl Scout daughters, Carolyn, center, and Andrea, look over some of the
materials for this year's Girl Scout Cookie Campaign. Jackson has volunteered to be the 1989 Cookie Cupboard
Chairman for Calloway County.

7:0o, 930

Jackson to head local cookie sale
7.15. EI;ID

INDS THUR • SEE IT

Dan Aykr(Did

Ktrn Basinger

"MY STEPMOTHER 710.,
IS AN ALIEN" (pc-13) es"
—N
NIGHTMAIK ON KM ST 4
RID HEAT • YOUNG own
SIG TOP PEE WEE • HOWLING 4
MONKEY SHINES • THE otos
LICENSE TO DRIVE • WIRES

OV1E5 TO 60
Chen Theatre Lobby

Monday,Jan. 16
Children's activities will be at 6
p.m. in gym of Elm Grove Baptist
Church. ,
————
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
—— —
Friendship Circle of First
United Methodist Church Women
will meet at 7 p.m. at church.
————
Boy Scout Troop 45 will meet at
7 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663
Murray State University will
observe Martin Luther King's birthday with a candlelight march
beginning at 5 p.m. in front of Ordway Hall, followed by a ceremony
and reception in Barkley Room of
Curris Center.
———

(('ont'd on page 5)

By Abigail
Van Buren

Forgive the Errors of Others
And You'll Know True Peace
DEAR READERS: Did you
know there is an International Forgiveness Week? Well,
neither did I, until last year.
And this is the week.
If you are a card-caFrying
member of the human race,
there is at least one person in
your life who needs your forgiveness. Or perhaps it's you
who needs to be forgiven. So,
get aboard the mea culpa bandwagon. Robert Muller, former
assistant secretary-general of
the United Nations, wrote this
piece especially for International Forgiveness Week:

The international ICI organization based in London is the world's
fourth largest chemical group. It
manufactures in 40 countries and
sells products in over 150.

RAIN
MAN,

Monday, Jan. 16
Water Patrol Copt Steve Owens,
753-7432.

Don Jackson has volunteered to
be the 1989 Cookie Cupboard
Chairman for the Girl Scouts of
Calloway County.
Jackson and his daughters,
Carolyn, 14, and Andrea, 10, moved to Murray in August 1987 from
Owensboro. He is an associate
professor of physics at Murray
State University.
Girl Scout Co-Core Directors
Lynn Griffiths and Denise Haugh
said "they are delighted to have
Jackson serve as chairman." And,

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed
•Double Wrapped
•Galvanized Shell
*Quiet Sound
*Original Equipment Type$

23 • 95*

Premium Muffler

$29.95*

*Original equipment type 'Double wrapped
•Aluminized shell •Whiper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
Most American cars and pickups Many foreign cars
Clamps if needed S1 25 extra

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER

as Mrs. Griffiths told Girl Scout
leaders at a recent core meeting,
"He actually volunteered for this
job!"
This is not Jackson's first time
working with Girl Soouts. He has
been a troop cookie chairman
three times and is currently serving as co-leader of daughter Andrea's Junior Girl Scout Troop.
Girl Scout cookies will be sold in
Murray and Calloway County
from Friday. Jan. 20, to Sunday,
Feb. 5

Seven varieties of cookies are
sold and once again the price will
be $2 per box. Girl Scouts of all
levels sell cookies except Daisies.
All scouts are reminded to attend the cookie kickoff on Thursday, Jan. 19, at 6:30 p.m. at
Robertson Elementary School.
A fun evening of songs, games
and skits is 'planned. The order
forms will be passed out at that
time. Parents are welcome to stay
for the hour-program.

FINAL
CLEARANCE!

60%•70%.
1300/0 Off
All Fall, Winter &
Holiday Merchandise
SALE STARTS TUESDAY - 9:30 A.M.

apple blossom
BOUTIQUE

(1 Block North
of the Court Square)
753 6001

Downtown - Court Square • 753-16tto

Many years ago, B.C.(Before
Column), I came across this
particularly poignant description of forgiveness:
"Forgiveness is the fragrance
of the violet which still clings
fast to the heel that crushed it."
No source was credited, so I
searched for years until I finally found it. And here it is:

DECIDE TO FORGIVE
Decide to forgive
For resentment is negative
Resentment is poisonous
Resentment diminishes and
devours the self.
Be the first to forgive;
To smile and to take the first
step.
And you will.see happiness
bloom
On the face of your human
brother or sister.
Be always the first
Do not wait for others to
forgive
For by forgiving
You become the master of fate
The fashioner of life
The doer of mitlicles.
To forgive is the highest,
Most beautiful form of love.
In return you will receive
Untold peace and happiness.

FORGIVENESS
by George Roemisch
Forgiveness is the windblown bud which blooms in
placid beauty at Verdun.
Forgiveness is the tiny slategray sparrow which has built
its nest of twigs and string
among the shards of glass upon
the wall of shame.
Forgiveness is the child who
laughs in merry ecstasy beneath the toothed fence that
closes in Da Nang.
Forgiveness is the fragrance
of the violet which still clings
fast to the heel that crushed it.
Forgiveness is the broken
dream which hides itself within
the corner of the mind oft called
forgetfulness, so that it will not
bring pain to the dreamer.
Forgiveness is the reed which
stands up straight and green
Here is the program for when nature's mighty rampage
achieving a truly forgiving halts, full spent.
Forgiveness is a God who will
heart:
not leave us after all we've
Sunday: Forgive yourself.
Monday: Forgive your family. done.
Tuesday: Forgive your friends
5.*
and associates.
Wednesday: Forgive across
economic lines within your own
Don't put off writing thank-you
nation.
notes, letters of sympathy, etc. because
Thursday: Forgive across cul- you don't know what to say. Get
tural lines within your own Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
nation.

Friday: Forgive across political lines within your own nation.

xle_covs'av i

for All Occasions." Send a check or
money order for $2.89 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby. Letter Booklet.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 6105-1.
frustage is included.;

m Free Lining
WITH PURCHASE OF

CUSTOM DRAPERIES
Add to the beauty,
value and energy
efficiency of your custom
draperies when you order
them fully lined at no
additional charge!
We'll help you select
fabrics to coordinate the
look you want, and suggest
accents to complete the
look.

At your participating Decorating Den

Sale ends
January 28

Appointments in your home
Days-Evenings-Weekends

(502)354-6977
Benton, Ky.

Together we can pull it together.

ng Den
Decorati
Inch
TranchoseintleOrnIent,, .ned snd veer d

200 N. 4th St.

Saturday: Forgive other nations.
Only the brave know how to
forgive. A coward never forgives.
It is not in his nature.
ROBERT MULLF',R

Community...
Monday, Jan. 16
WCSD-TV at Calloway High will
show tapes of Calloway-Murray
Middle Schools basketball games
on Thursday at 6 p.m. on Channel 7
County Cable.
---Tuesday,Jan. 17
Murray Art Guild will meet at 1
p.m. at the guild, 103 North Sixth
St.
---Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
---South Marshall Senior Citizens
will have a country ham breakfast
from 6 to 9 a.m. at center at Hardin. There will be a donation of
$2.50.
- -•
Lost Chord Club will meet at 5
p.m, in Classroom 3, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For information call 1-4424310.
---Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
---Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
---Retirees of Local 1068 of UAWAFL-CIO and other locals, along
with their spouses, will have a
potluck supper at 5:30 p.m. at
Fellowship Hall, Memorial Baptist Church.
---Free boating safety classes till
be at 7 p.m. in Curris Center, Murray State University. For information call 753-7432.
---The Singles' Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
• Chamber of Commerce Centre.
For information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Farmer & Merchant Bank,
Bumpus Mills, Tenn., from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Uncle Joe's Discount
Store, Dover, Tenn., from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
---Murray TOPS take off pounds
sensibly I Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For information call 753-9303.
---Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
---Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Senior citizens activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Murray Moose Lodge will have
enrollment night at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
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Tuesday,Jan. 17
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have a Coffee Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at
church.
---Calloway County High School
Lakers and Lady Lakers will play
basketball games with Fulton
County there.
-- -Murray High School Tigers and
Lady Tigers will play basketball
games with Heath there.
---Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray State University will
begin classes, including evening
and off-campus classes, today.
Evening registration for classes at
MSU will be from 5 to 7 p.m. in
Curris Center ballroom.
Phil Garrett will present a voice
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission is free.
---The Holeman Collection of
Japanese Prints will be displayed
in Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University, today through Feb. 12.
--Fidelis Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church will meet at 2:30 p.m.
at the church.
---Golden Circle Class of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p.m. at the home of Bobbie
Burkeen.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Mothers' Morning Out at 9 a.m.
and Council on Ministries Orientation Meeting at 7 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.
-Wednesday, Jan. 18
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy will have its annual Lee,
Jackson and Maury luncheon at
11:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Kent Anderson of Wycliffe Bible
Translators will present apecial
program at 7 p.m. at ColZiwater
United Methodist Church. This is
free and open to the public.
---Interdenominational Week of
Prayer for Christian Unit Service
will be at 7:30 p.m. at First Chris-

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR 11UESDA1 „JANUARY 17. 1989
ARIES
.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
There seem to be too many loose
ends to tie up up today regarding a
career concern. Talks may break
down. Group
activities and
friendships are happily accented
tonight.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You may have difficulty making up
your mind about one investment or
financial move today. However, talks
with bankers about loans and
mortgages are favored.

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Advice you 'receive about a
financial, shopping, or travel matter
may be misleading. You seem to have
your head on your shoulders where
career interests are concerned.

Partners may not agree about
possible purchase, but otherwise
you'll enjoy remarkable rapport with
each other.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You seem undecided about how to
handle one job concern and there's
no progress here until you make up
Your mind.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You may have some worries about
a relationship that are needless. Get
things off your chest and realize that
others are more than willing to meet
you half-way.
PISCES
1.111kr
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•amic
Interruptions from friends could
keep you from completing an
important mental project or a
domestic task, unless you make a
point of getting the privacy you need
right now. '

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It will be difficult to reach
agreement with • others about
financial interests today. Watch your
use of credit. Higher-mind pursuitsbring happiness.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE
In
some
ways
you
feel
misunderstood or unappreciated
today. Selfarialysis, though, brings
you important insights. Judgment is
good now in financial interests.

LEO
• (liTY 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll be busy on the job today and
may have to postpone a social
engagement. Partners work well
together as a team. Agreements are
easily reached.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 toaSept.22)
Problenis involving children
concern you for part of the day.
Efficiency, though, marks your
performance on the job. Talks with
those in important positions go well.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)

A

Wednesday,Jan. 18
tian Church. Five churches will
have participation in the program.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray -Calloway county
Hospital.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Liberty Savings Bank, Symsonia, from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
State Parking Lot, Hardin, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure
checks, pulse and diabetes screenings and Occult Blood Screening
Kit will be offered.
---Ladies' day bridge with Sally
Ann Sawyer as hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---Paintin and mixed media pieces
by Heather LoPiccolo will be on
display today through Jan. 29 in
upper level, Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
---Functional design pieces by BS
candidate Brian Gibson will be on
display today through Jan. 29 at
Curris - Center Gallery, Murray.
State University.
---Youth Club, grades 3-12, of First
Christian Church will meet at 4
p.m. to go bowling. Supper dinner
will be at 5:30 p.m. at church.

tt:
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Heather LoPiccolo, an art and painting major at Murray State
University. will present an exhibition in the upper level of Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,from Wednesday, Jan. 18,
through Sunday, Jan. 29. Entitled "New Year Resolution," the participatory, sensory exhibition consists of two-and three-dimensional
works. Viewers may enter a house constructed in the gallery and further
participate by enjoying edible paintings. Heather, daughter of Steve and
Linda Kempf, is the Director of Exhibition Opportunites for the
Organization of Murray State Art Students. Admiission is free.

Quilt Lovers plan meeting
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Jan. 17, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. Members are reminded to bring the 12-inch block, using
a supplied fabric as part of the block. Swatches of this fabric may be
picked up at the library or at the Magic Thimble or call 753-4054. Emily
Gore and freda Lovett will be in charge. All interested persons are
invited.

Babies, dismissals listed
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Friday, Jan. 13. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy Wagoner, K6
Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Rhonda Underwood, Rt. 1, Box 33,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Barbara Adams, Rt. 5, Box
117, Benton; Mrs. Lucille Horita,
Rt. 1, Box 43, Almo; Edward
Schoborg, 1002 Oaks Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Mary White, and baby boy
and baby girl, 1802 Gatesborough,
Murray; Mrs. Sarah Parrish, Box
31, New Concord;
Ms. Lilly Mohundro, Rt. 4, Box
305, Murray; Mrs. Lisa Berberich
and baby boy, Rt. 8, Box 366,
Murray;
Albert Elkins, Rt. 1, Box 136B,
Murray; Ivory Davis, Rt. 1, Box
139E, Benton; Mrs. Mary
Rowland, 2000 Gatesborough,
Murray;
Mrs. Noncetta Gephart, Box 67,
Hazel; William McCuiston, CR
Box 162, New Conord; Mrs.
Kathrine Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Dr. Harry Whayne, 16122 Loch
Lomond Dr., Murray; Mrs. Rhoda
Southern, GR 3 Box 3, Hilldale
Apts., Hardin.
---Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 14, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Oliver baby girl, mother, Donna, Rt. 1, Box 68, Puryear, Term.;
Lockhart baby boy, parents,
Renita and Gene, Rt. 1, Box 462,
Murray.

We wash, dry & fold
Trousers, Skirts (Pleats Extra),
Sweaters, Sportcoats

Mr. and Mrs. Mike 1) 1'ho111a.‘,
of pink and white.
Sherri Austin of Virginia Beach,
Va., presided at the guest book.
A reception-dinner followed at
the Marriott at Malibu..:
The couple spent their honeymoon on the Greek Isles. They are
now residing in Redondo Beach,
Calif.
The bride is a 1980 graduate of
Filmore High School and a 1984

graduate of Pepperdme University. She is a sales administrator fOr
Steelcase Inc.
The groom is a 1979 graduate of
Callow-ay- County High-School: He •
received his bachelor's degree in
1984 from the University of Ken•
tucky and his master's degree
1986 from the University of '11.
linois. He is an electrical engineer
with Hughes .Aircraft.

Suits
$300
each

Dismissals
Garrett Allen, P.O. Box 123A,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Virginia
Argo, Rt. 1, Box 398, Springville,
- Tenn.;
Brady Wesson, Rt. 4, Box 328,
Murray; Miss Karissa Catlett, and
baby girl, 1707 North Fourth St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Margaret Hudson, Box 213,
Hazel; Mrs. Lisa McKinney, and
baby boy, Rt. 7, Box A5, Mayfield;
Mrs. Karen Jackson, Rt. 1, Box
126, Sedalia; Mrs. Arvada
McKnight, Rt. 2, Box 326, Murray;
Mrs. Brenda Satterwhite, Rt. 5,
Box 229A, Mayfield;
William Wilson, Rt. 5, Box 200,
Murray; Corbit Farless, 1311 Vine
St., Murray; Ms. Nancy Shaw, Rt.
1, Box 115, Hazel;
James E. Gray, 1510 Martin's
Chapel Rd., Murray; Mrs.
W'altraud Murphy, Rt. 1, Box 118,
Almo.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
15, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Terry baby boy, mother,
Sherita, 102 Spruce St.. Murray;
Walls baby boy, parents, Paula
and Timothy, Rt. 2, Box 340A,
Murray.
Dismissals
Christopher Williams, Rt. 7, Box
156, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn
Warner, 1504 Clayshire, Murray;
Miss Amanda Wright, Box 177,
Murray; Timothy Ross, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Miss Ana Sanders, 705
Pine St., Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Geneva Lee, Rt. 2, Box 271,
Murray; Jesse Bailey, 624 Ellis
Dr., Murray; Edwin Thurmond,
Box 143, Murray.

COM/A./ter ClaS'ti

(11CC/Ii/C'd

An evening class for students interested in iearnin4,, rae
t,t•
computers for personal. business
Murray State University. Computer Iniormaton Sy.erns I 43. :ntrt
tion to Computer-Based Systems, is scheduled from t'
Thursdays on the campus beginning Jan 19 CIS 143 is
for most students seeking a major in the College of Businessni i •
Affairs andis a foundation course in the MBA degree program.Per
inerested in enrolling in the night class should do hy p.m. Thursday,
Jan. 19, the date of the first class meeting. For:more iniormation call th'
Department of Computer Studies, 70.32-'..094.

%1-1

c H1)c lic-rc

CPR COUTC I.

'ClICCIU/Ca

A CPR course for retraining instructors a ul ntff
Graves County Chapter House or American Red Cross Ma:,
necessary to have this training ail instructor 'leire ut
structor status,'' said Peggy Billington. xt'cutive dir.t.t:tor CaikiA
t.dii BillCounty Chapter of American Red Cross. For more ir11.
ington at 753-1421 on Monday. Wednesday or Friday
.1111/Td

753-5242

Mon -Fn , 8-6 Sat

9-6 Sun

mcct

*0/
)
,

Murray TOPS r take off pounds sensibly , Club a Mee ,
17, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community tli,oni
Murray. TOPS is an international. nunpr •
with over 320,000 members world-wide.
bination of group dynamics, competition
research. For information call Mary Smith tit

Frce chccks. I() hc ,411 -ct1 lictv
Free blood pressure checks will be given at the Murra, SeVerl[fl-:
Adventist Church, South 15th and Sycamore Streets. 1.di 'Tuesday,
17, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. This is a free and public service ci the

„.
.migles will niect on rtic.clav

The Singles' Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, lan. 17
p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce building, North 12th Street, Murra.,
"Where and How to Meet Singles" will be the theme of the program to in
led by Pamela Dawes. This is a nonprofit, nondenominational, apolitica.
support and social group for all single adults whether always. single,
divorced or separated. The primary purpose is to provide singles with
support and positive interaction with other singles. Dress is casual. For
more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.

CORN-AUSTIN'S

FINAL MARKDOWN SALE
Now In Progress!!!
Hurry in for great selection!
Downtown Murray
Paducah

Pier 'I 's January Clearance
Sale Continues
?Itifitc
• All Wicker & Rattan Furniture Reduced 20
Regular Prices.

To 50% Off

Shirts

Cleaners
Bel-Air Laundry &
Hours 7-6

,

.\:•
Jim Welch, a representative 0? !i-te lientticky
:21 North. '
fairs, will be at the National Gatirit
rrn. i.je \A ,]
dwater Road, on Thursday. Jan. t, trrom 12 noon to
there to assist veterans, their famihes. heir ,irprildrIlt,
beneficiaries in the presentation proof and
privileges, rights and other benefits wiliLlith,• •
state or local laws.

5,$350

$1 50

Center

Phyllis S. Wall and Mike D
Thomas were married in a recent
ceremony at Stauffer Chapel of
Pepperdine University,Malibu,
Calif.
The bride is the daughter of
Philip and Lois Wall of Fillmore,
Calif.
The groom is the son of Edward
and Gerry Thomas of Murray.
Officiating at the ceremony was
Philip Wall, father of the bride.
The bride wore a white silk fitted dress with beading on the
bodice featuring a detachable embroidered train from the waist.
Her veil was attached to a special
headpiece.
She carried a bouquet of cymbidium orchids with pink roses
and stephanotis.
The matron of honor was Mrs.
Loretta Katch of Thousand Oaks.
Calif. Bridesmaids were Sonserae
Schiebel of Madison, Wis., and
Linda Wilkey of Fillmore, Calif.
The attendants wore pale pink
taffeta dresses designed with offthe-shoulder on one side. Their
flowers were pink roses.
The groom wore an all white
tuxedo with tails.
Bruce Schmitz of Hermosa
Beach, Calif., was best man.
Ushers were Ed Thomas of
Greensboro, N.C., and Ken
Thomas of Willow Springs, N.C.,
both brothers of the groom.
formerly of Murray.
The men woere black tuxedoes
with pink cummerbunds and ties.
Candlelighteri were Andy Wall
of Ventura, Calif., and Ben Wall of
Fillmore, Calif., brothers of the
bride.
The chapel was decorated with
flowers and balloons in the colors

LoPiccolo to have exhibit

YOU GET THEM DIRTY WE CLEAN THEM

Bel-Air

Wall and Thomas vows solemnized

DATEBOOK

LIBRA
(Sept.23 to•Oct.22)
Before you can feel free to travel,
some domestic matters will first have
to be settled. Meetings with teachers
about a child's progress are favored
now.

MONDAY, JANUARY 14, 111411

(Coned from paged)

• Our Sale Tables Are Now Packed With Merchandise From
Throughout The Store All 50% Off Regular Prices.

11
1
0
WI
A Fiacelb Diswver.
Bel-Air Center

MONDAY. JANUARY IC LIM
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SPORTS
Mann buries shot,
- Morehead's hopes in
Racers' 79-66 victory

Miirray Ledger & Times

Technical
foul hurts
'Cats, LSU
wins 64-62

Racer reflections and rewards

Staff, AP Report

A 3-pointer by. Murray State guard Don Mann put the Racers up for
good in their 79-66 win over Morehead State, silencing a cheering crowd
that had watched the Eagles narrow the lead from 23 to seven points.
"I saw the crowd had gotten into it and knew we had to do something to
give us momentum." Mann said after Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference game at Morehead. "I didn't even know I was behind the 3-point
line. I was open and felt comfortable when I shot."
Murray coach Steve Newton said the win gave a boost to the Racers,
9-6 overall and 1-1 in the OVC.
"We needed a win badly," he said, and our guys said before the
game. 'It's Racer Time!' That's more like the Racer team I know."
Newton added that the Racers were "pretty intense" on defense,
especially in the first half.
Murray held the Eagles to just 2-20 during the first 16 minutes of the
game. For the half, Morehead was 5 of 26 for 19.2 percent.
Meanwhile, MSU senior forward Jeff Martin was scoring 13 of Murray's first 20 points, including nine in a row, to lift the Racers to an early
lead.
This was in spite of Martin picking up two early fouls and playing less
than 13 minutes of the first half.
The cushion inflated to 23 points with 1:25 left in the half when Terence
Brooks drilled two free throws and a 3-point shot for a 35-12 margin.
Morehead, 7-9 and 0-2, scored the last five points of the first half and
the first seven of the second half to close the gap to 35-24 by 16:19.
With 12 minutes to go, Morehead chopped the lead to seven points. The
Eagles achieved the feat two more times, the last when sophomore
guard Brian Miller swiped the ball and spun in the air for a two-hand
reverse dunk that made it 43-36 at 11:08.
But 26 seconds later, Mann drilled his 3-pointer and the Racers even-Wally- rebuilt -a -17.peint lead.
"Basketball is a game of waves and momentum, and we were fortunate enough to build a cushion in the first half," Newton said.
Murray was paced by Martin, who scored 25 points. Pop-eye Jones added 12, all in the second half, Linzie Foster had 11 and Mann scored nine
with seven rebounds and six assists for the Racers.
Darrin Hale led Morehead with 14. Tracy Armstrong had n and Brett
Roberts 10 for the losers.
Martin's point total left him in third place on the all-time OVC scoring
list with 2.094 points, trailing Akron's Joe Jackubic (2,583) and Western
Kentucky's Jim McDaniels (2,238).
The school's all-time career leader in scoring. Martin was in sixth
place on the OVC all-time chart going into the game.
The victory raised Murray to 9-6 overall, 1-1 in the OVC, while
Morehead fell to 7-9 and 1-1.
MURRAY STATE (79)
Martm 10-20 4-4 25 Ogden 4.4) 1-29. Foster 4-7 3-5 IL Mann 3-70-09. King 2-5 0-0 4, Brooks 1-2 2-2 5,
Jones 3-3 6-7 12. Land ti 0 0-01). Gold 0-1.2.22. Robbins 000-00. Cothran 0-0 0-0 O. Wendt 1-1 0.02 Totals
26-52 10 22 79
MOREHEAD STATE 1061
Boyd 2-10 2-4 7, Hale S. 13 4-4 14 Chaney 0-1 0-00. Armstrong 4-0 0-0 11, Nichols 1-5 0-0 3, Miller 4•00-1K,
• Malone 2.7 3-5 7 Bentz 2-1) 2-26 Roberts 3-4 4-5 10 Totals 23-59 15-21 66
Halftime score—Murray 35 Morehead 17 3-point goals—Murray 5-10
-Mann 3.5 Martin 1-5. King 0-2
Brooks 1-2
Morehead 5-15 i Armstrong 3-5, Boyd 1-3, Hale 0-3 Nichols 1-2. Malone OA. Roberts 0-1
Fouled out—Hale Rebounds—Murray 33 t Foster 9 Morehead 31 I Hale Armstrong, Malone. Roberts
5 Assists—Murray 16 Mann 6 Morehead 9 Miller 4 Total fouIS—Murray 19. Morehead 20

Award winners from Saturday night's Murray State football banquet include, Dwayne Depp, Rookie of the
Year, Jim Murphy, RBI leader, Coach Mike Mahoney, Danny Amato, tackling points leader and Vish
Talwalker, Academic Award winner.

Murray State football most valuable players pose with coach Mike Mahoney Saturday night. Michael Proctor,
Team MVP, Glen Arterburn, Offensive MVP, Mahoney, Shelton Burruss, Defensive MVP, and Kevin ills,
Special Teams MVP, and Morgan Sisk Award winnner.
staff piloto.h) Da‘iel &me!,

Mahoney credits senior players
Lady Eaglefree throws during MSU's football banquet

spur comeback over MSU
Staff Report

The charity stripe helped fuel a Lady Eagle rally Saturday night at
Morehead State University as the Lady Racers of Murray State suffered
their first conference loss of the year, 87.74.
Morehead trailed 43-36 at the half but had five players score in double
figure range, including Julie Magrane, who came off the bench to score
16 points and pull down a game-high 11 rebounds in only 14 minutes of
playing time.
Magrane, a 6-1 freshman, is the sister of-St. Louis Cardinal pitcher Joe
Magrane.
Sheila Smith led all scorers with 28 points, but Morehead stepped to
the free throw line 41 times during the game, hitting 28 charity shots. By
contrast, the Lady Racers had only 25 chances from the stripe, sinking
14.
Kelly Downs led Morehead State with 18 points while Kelly Stamper
added 15 and Druecilla Connors and Teresa Hobbs had 11 each for the
Lady Eagles, who went to 2-0 in OVC play and 8.4 overall.
Michelle Wenning added 16 points to Murray State's game, while
senior point guard Rona Poe chipped in 10. The Lady Racers, still
without the services of junior forward Karen Johnson, fell to 1.1 in OVC
play and 10-4 overall, 2-4 following an eight-game winning streak to start
the year.
The Lady Racers play tonight at Eastern Kentucky.
MURRAY STATE (74)
12 16. Eddy 2-3 0.0 4. Smith 12-24 2-320. Pinson 3-12 0-2 6, Bratee 0.30.1 3
tt Pierce 0-4 2-2 2. Waldon 3-7 2-2 0, Camp 0-0 0.0 0 Totals 28-74 14-25 74
MOREHEAD STATE (87)
).',nr,ors 3 t 5 5 11, Smith 4.7 0.2 5, Hobbs 3-6 4-6 11, Downs 7-170-I 10. Vincent 2.6
Bradford 0-1 2-52. Gaunce 0-3 2-3 2, Magrane 5-9 4.6 16 Totals 27-69 28-41 07
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By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray State Racer football program took a
look back at the 1988 season Saturday night at the
annual football banquet in MSU's Curris Center
Ballroom.
Coach Mike Mahoney and his staff honored 13
seniors and handed out awards recognizing outstanding performances during the Racers' 4-6 season.
Reflecting back on the class of 1989, Mahoney told
the audience about the character of the senior class,
whose leadership allowed the Racers to bounce
back from an 0-5 start. Of the 13, one has already
graduated and is working on his Master's degree.
nine are scheduled to graduate sometime this year,
and three others are planning to return in the fall to
continue their education.
Junior quarterback Michael Proctor, now the
Ohio Valley Conference career total offense leader,
was named Team Most Valuable Player. The
Sylvester, Ga. native is posed to break enough.OVC
marks his senior year to force the conference to
print a special Michael Proctor Edition of the OVC
record book.
Senior Kevin lib's won the Morgan Sisk Award,
given to an outstanding Racer senior both on and off
the field. Chls was named MVP of the Special
Teams, and also shared the Athletic Director's
Character Award with senior center Marshall Sills.
Rookie of the Year went to tailback Dwayne
Depp, while Offensive MVP went to wide reciever
Glen Arterburn. Linebacker Shelton Burruss was

named defensive MVP. Linebacker Danny Amato
was recognized for being- team leader in tackling
ppoints, while Jim Murphy was team leader in
RBI's. Vish Talwalker won the Academic Award.
Offensive lineman Mark Burke, Sills, Murphy.
and defensive tackle Lance Golden were named
team captains. Burke, lineman Eric Crigler, Arterburn, Proctor, Murphy and kicker Greg Duncan
were recognized for all-OVC honors, while Duncan,
linebacker Tony Clark, lineman Jamie Lowicitz,
Burruss, Proctor, Sills, and Crigler were recognized for being named OVC Player of the Week
sometime during the season.
Mahoney said the seniors left with a lot of accomplishments, including a 33-20-2 record over the
last five years.
"They've got an OVC championship, but maybe
the best accomplishment was keeping this. year's
football team together," Mahoney said, -To come
back after that start and send Eastern Kentucky into overtime, beat Middle Tennessee, and win four
out of the last five. Not many 0-5 teams can bounCe
back like that."
Mahoney talked about the growth he had seen
among the seniors.
"A lot of these guys I recruited as an assistant,
and I'm very close to them. I saw them come in as
boys, and now they're leaving as men.Proctor said he's looking forward to his last
season as a Racer.
(Cont'd on page

College basketball

So how come the Pitt Panthers
were beaten earlier this season by
Siena and Duquesne?
"I think we've shown that we
are capable of beating anybody ...
or of losing to anybody," said Pitt
guard Sean Miller.
Brian Shorter and Rod Brookin
had career-best performances as
Pitt won only its second game in
its last six outings. The other vic-

tory came against Syracuse, at the
time ranked No. 2 in the country.
Shorter scored 37 points and had
12 rebounds, and Brookin had 24
points as Pitt overcame Mookie
Blaylock'4 37-point performance
for Oklahoma. The Sooners got no
closer than five points in the second half as their 11-game winning
streak ended.
In other games Sunday involv-

Lakers go thud in third,lose in OT
The Calloway County „Lakers
could not overcome a disastrous
third quarter as they fell to West
Hopkins 53-51 in overtime Saturday night in Nebo.
The Ulcers committed 23 turnovers, including 17 in the second
half, to watch a six-point halftime
lead disapper in what Calloway
coach Craig Morris said was a
physical contest against the
Rebels.
The Rebels, 8-4, avenged an
earlier defeat to the Leiters in the
consolation game of the Crittenden County Tournament.
Calloway fell to 6-8

We had some situations in the
third quarter which led to a letdown," Morris said.
Morris said it was a physical
contest. "The officials let them
play."
Calloway was led by Cliff Curd
with 13, followed by Mike Ruccio
with 11. Benji Kelly and Tim Armstrong each had eight in a balanced Laker attack.
The Rebels were led by Scott
Gibson with 14. Jeremiah Jones
and Mike Barren each hit double
figures with 13 and 11
respectively.
Calloway led at the end of the

first quarter, 15-11, and took a
29-23 lead into the locker room at
the half. The Laker defense shut
the Rebels down three straight
times at the start of the third
quarter. but the Lakers were
unable to push their lead up to ten.
"We just put ourselves in a lot of
pressure situations," Morris said.
"We learned from this game as
well. We are just going to try to
keep making strides."
The West Hopkins surge enabled
the Rebs to take a a 38-37 lead at
the end of the third quarter, but
Calloway stayed close and was
(Cont'd on page 7)

ing Top Twenty teams, it was
Virginia 106, No. 8 North Carolina
83; No. 9 Louisville 67, No. 19
Georgia Tech 65; and No. 14
Florida State 101, No. 17 Tennessee 90.
On Saturday, Georgetown coach
John Thompson walked off the
court against Boston College to
protest the NCAA's new rule denying scholarships to freshmen
athletes who fail to qualify for
athletic eligibility under the standards of Proposition 48. Currently,
such players can have scholarships but cannot play as freshmen.
With assistant coach Jim Riley
directing the team, the seventhranked Hoyas won 86-60.
"We really wanted to win this
game, and win it in a big way to
make a statement for the coach,"
said Georgetown's Dwayne
Bryant, who scored 16 points. "We
respect what he's doing."
In other games Saturday, it was
No. 2 Illinois 96, No.6 Michigan 84;
St. John's 65, No. 4 Syracuse 63;
Minnesota 80, No. 5 Iowa 78; No. 10
Missouri 96, Iowa State 71; No. 12
Arizona 95, Oregon 71; No. 13
Seton Hall 76, Connecticut 62; No.

Road test

Cardinals
drive past
Tech 67-65

ATLANTA (AP) — Coach Denny Crum had been waiting for a
road test for his ninth-ranked
Louisville Cardinals.
He finally got one Sunday, and
the Cards survived the test, using
two key 3-point baskets by Kenny
Payne in the final 1:17 to trim No.
19 Georgia Tech 67-65.
"They were 49-1 against nonconference teams here," Crum
said of Tech. "I think that says
7)
something about our team. It
gives us momentum and it's
always nice to beat a real good
team on the road. That was the
first Top Twenty team we had
played on the road this season."
Since opening the season with
15 North Carolina State 82, No. 19 consecutive losses against Xavier
Georgia Tech 68; No. 16 Kansas 75, and Vanderbilt, the Cardinals
Kansas State 74 in overtime; No. have reeled off 12 victories.
18 Ohio State 83, Michigan State
Tech, which dropped an 82-68
81; and Villanova 76, No. 20 Pro- Atlantic Coast Conference decividence 67,
sion at North Carolina State on
SUNDAY'S GAMES
Saturday, fell to 10-4.
Virginia 100
Payne's first 3-pointer with 1:17
No.8 North Carolina 83
to play gave the Cardinals a 63-62
- Richard Morgan, a 6-foot-4 lead; his second, with 44 seconds
senior guard, scored a career-high left, built a 66-64 advantage.
39 points to lead Virginia's upset of
"I'm always glad to see him
visiting North Carolina in the (Payne ) shoot the ball," Pervis
Atlantic Coast Conference. Ellison said after carrying the
Morgan hit a school-record 8 of 14 Cardinals most of the game.
shots from 3-point range.
Ellison, who scored 20 points, hit
The Cavaliers broke a five- one of two free throws with four
game losing streak and improved seconds left to provide the final
to 8-6 overall and 1-2 in the ACC, margin, just after Tech's Brian
while North Carolina slipped to Oliver had missed an opportunity
14-3 and 1-1,
to tie the game with five seconds
The Tar Heels played the Iasi to play. Oliver was fouled on a re1:23 without Jeff Lebo, who was bound, but missed his first free
leading North Carolina with 26 throw and made the second to cut
points when he twisted his left the lead to 66-65.
ankle and had to leilive the game
Louisville seemingly took conwith Virginia leading 87-76.
trol of the game with just over 12
No. 14 Florida St. 101
minutes remaining when Keith
No. 17 Tenneessee 90
Williams built a 48-42 lead with
Tony Dawson scored 30 points two free throws.
and George McCloud had 29 as
The Jackets fought back to lead
(('ont'd on page 7)
(('ont'd on page 7)

Upset by Panthers was the real 'Pitts,' Tubbs says
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Will the real Pitt basketball
team please stand up.
"You saw the real Pitt team today," Oklahoma coach Billy
Tubbs said after the Panthers
upset his third-ranked Sooners
99-91 Sunday. "They played a
physical game, and they whipped
us physically and emotionally."

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's Eddie Sutton cried
"Foul!" over his team's loss to
Louisiana State.
With 4:12 left in th game, Sutton
was called for a technical that
LSU turned into a five-point play
en route to a 64-62 victory before a
record Rupp Arena crowd of 24,288
on Saturday night.
After Sutton was whistled the
technical by referee Charles
Watkins, guard Chris Jackson
sank both free throws and hit a
3-pointer to give LSU its first lead
at 57-55 with 4:06 to go.
"I'm smart enough not to get a
technical foul when we have the
ball," said Sutton. "I did not say
one word to Watkins ... It was uncalled for. It was a bad call on his
part."
Chris Mills completed a three.
point play to give Kentucky a 58-57
advantage at 3:28, but Jackson
countered with a three-point play
off a layup to give LSV a two-point
advantage at 2:39.
Kentucky's LeRon Ellis scored
on a hook, Jackson hit two free
throws and Ellis connected on two
free throws as the teams stood
even at 62 with 40 seconds to go.
LSU worked 34 seconds off the
clock when Jackson was fouled by
Derrick Miller while driving in the
lane. Jackson hit both free throws
for the final margin.
After the free throws, LSU's
Dennis Tracey stole the ball from
Mills at midcourt to seal Kentucky's fate as the final seconds
ticked off.
Jackson, as much as Sutton's
technical, proved to a factor in the
game's outcome as he scored
LSU's final 16 points to finish with
27.
The sensational 6-foot-1
freshman hit only three of 11 shots
in the first half, but warmed up to
six of 12 in the final 20 minutes to
rally the Tigers from a seven-point
halftime deficit.
"Some games it's working for
you, some it's not," Jackson said
of his shooting. "This was just one
of those games."
But he got untracked when the
game was on the line.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Super Bowl XXIII

"We're going to do it in Miami just like we did it here,'' star running
back Ickey Woods said after the victory over the Bills. "Championship
teams don't have weaknesses and this team .s got no weaknesses. Not
here, not in Miami."
Still, the Bengals can't ignore averaging 24.8 points in road games and
more than 31 at home. Or allowing 15 7 points per home game and nearly
10 points more in each road contest.
"When you get this far," said Boomer Esiason, the Bengals' quarterback and the NFL's most valuable player. -it doesn't matter how. If we
lost eyery game on the road, it might be important. But we played some
pretty good games on the road.
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insurance Like a good neighbor.
State Farm s there
needs.
Jam. Rogers
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"I think whatever we've done to win football games, regardless of
whether we run more than we pass or pass more than we run it doesn't
matter as long as we win.
"The same goes for playing in Cincinnati I, San Francisco or Miami.
"What matters is that we've gotten to the final step, we've gotten to
the Super Bowl."
The Bengals played just two games on grass this season, winning 45-21
against the Raiders and losing 23-16 at Cleveland. Sail Francisco's home
field is grass and the 49ers were 7-6 on the real stuff.
Since both teams have balanced attacks, the surface shouldn't matter.
What might be a factor, however, is the heat.
While the 49ers were expected to have problems in chilly Chicago and
didn't, they were favored in the heat at Phoenix and wilted. The 49ers
blew a 23-0 lead and lost 24-23 to the Cardinals on Nov. 6.
It probably won't be quite so oppressive here Sunday. Then again, the
49ers won't be playing the Cardinals in a midseason game. They'll be going for their third Super Bowl victory of the decade.
"Rain or shine," center Randy Cross said, -we•11 be ready."

SATURDAY'S GAMES
No.7 Georgetown 86
Boston College 60
Thompson walked off the court
just prior to tipoff.
"It was kind of motivating seeing him walk off the court,"
Georgetown forward Jaren
Jackson said. "It was an emotional moment, and I think it gave
us a little edge,"
The Hoyas, 12-1, scored the
game's first nine points and increased their lead to 24-7 in rolling
to the easy victory.
No. I Duke 82
Maryland 72
Danny Ferry scored 22 points,
six in a 14-0 run in the second half,

as Duke defeated Maryland in an to upset Syracuse in the Big East.
Atlantic Coast Conference game.
Villanova 76
At 13-0, Duke is off to its secondNo. 20 Providence 67
best start ever.
Tom Greis scored 25 points and
The Terps got within 74-70 with Doug West had 24 as Villanova
1:28 left, but two free throws
apiece by Robert Briekey, John
Smith and Quin Snyder clinched
the victory.
(Cont'd from page 6)
Maryland has lost six straight.
"I was fully in the swing of
No.2 Illinois 96
things," he said. "I just kept
No.6 Michigan 84
shooting, hoping I would come out
Kendall Gill scored 26 points as
of it."
Illinois remained unbeaten with a
LSU, which had lost two of its
Big Ten victory over Michigan.
past three games, improved to 10-5
The Wolverines went on a 9-0 overall and 3-2 in
the Southeastern
run that cut the Illini lead to 78-74
Conference. Kentucky fell to 8-8
with 6:03 to play. But Illinois then
and 3-1.
scored 10 straight points, five by
"We executed pretty well," said
Nick Anderson.
LSU coach Dale Brown. "Our only
At 15-0, Illinois is one victory
problem was we didn't shoot very
short of the school's best start.
well."
Michigan is 14-2.
Ricky Blanton added 21 points
for LSU, which hit 25 of 59 shots for
Si. John's 65
42 percent, while Wayne• Sims
No.4 Syracuse 63
scored 10.
St. John's rallied from 13"points
behind with 16 minutes and got key
baskets from Billy Singleton and
Matt Brust in the final 90 seconds

64
Monmouth, N.J 86, Robert Morris 73
Northeastern 90. Canislus
Rhode Island 68. St Bonaventure
Richmond 76 Navy 74. DT
Seton Hall 76, Connecticut 62
Siena 69, Vermont .58
St. John's 85, Syracuse (13
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Towson St 75, Drexel 73
Villanova 76 Providence 67
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Wee% Virgesielgh-iteigers- 5Tt - Yale 143, Brown 78
S01 TB
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Alabama 97, Mississippi St sal
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Austin Pray 97. K Kentui ky 71
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Clemson 75, Wake Forest 71
Davidson 146, Fla International 75
Delaware St n7. lioward I - 70
.. gryland 72
.ast Carolina 62. James Madison 57
Florida 79. Auburn 75
Furman 90. E Tennessee St $6
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Georgia Si 73. Hardin-Simmons 83
-Jacksonville 98. W Kentucky 143, 'JOT
LSU 64. Kentucky 62
McNees.. St 58. Stephen F Austin 57
Memphis St 91, Virginia Tech 83
Mercer 77. Texas!San Antonio 72
Morgan St 87 Md.-E Shore 72
Murray St. 79. Morehead St 66
N. Carolina St 62, Georgia Tech 6I4
N.0 -Asheville 71. Coker 58

(Cont'd from page 6)
"Next year, we've got to
definitely improve. We went
through a lot of misfortune last
season, and I think that everyone
next year will be ready;" Proctor
said.
Pete Lancaster, the Racer
public address announcer, was

Lakers
(Cont'd from page 6)
able to send the game into overtime. West Hopkins came up with
one more field goal in the extra
period.
The Lakers' rebounding, an
Achilles heel in their home loss to
Hopkinsville Friday night, improved as they outrebounded the
Rebels 33-25 behind nine rebounds
by Armstrong and six plucks by
Ruccio.
The Lakers return to action as
they join the Lady Ulcers on a
road trip to Fulton County
Tuesday.
CALLOWAY
116 le 37 4S 51
11 ZS SliU 13
WEST HOPKINS
Calloway 191) - Curd 13. Rucclo 11. Arm
strong
Kelly S. Carpenter 6. Newton 4 Turner
1. Hart FG 15-36. FT 20-31. 22 rebounds Arm
strong 91
West Hopkins 1143) - Gibson 14. Jones IS Bar
ren 11. Hamby 7. Farmer 5. Falk 3 FG 19-41. ET
20-32, 26 rebounds 1Hamby 101
Records - Calloway 11-5 West Hopkins 8 4

Ellis paced Kentucky, which
saw a three-game winning streak
snapped, with 20 points. Reggie
Hanson contributed 19 points and
Mills finished with 14 as the
Wildcats made 26 of 57 shots for 46
percent.
Kentucky took an 18-8 lead on
Mills' 3-pointer from the corner
with 12:44 remaining in the half,
and expanded it to 32-19 on Hanson's basket eight minutes later.
"They had a chance to blow us
out and we just played tough,"
said Blanton, who rallied LSU in
the final minutes with a dunk off
midcourt steal and a free throw to
pull the Tigers to within 33-26 at
halftime.

master of ceremonies of the banquet, and the audience watched a
highlight film put together by
university radio-televison
specialist John Hart, narrated by
Randy Herndon and ending with a
musical piece put together by
Paul Brown of WPSD-TV.

win," Tech coach Bobby Cremins
said.
"We looked sloppy at times but
we played our guts out," Cremins
said. "We've got to play a little bit
smarter, but I have no complaints
as far as guts go. We really gave a
tremendous effort."
Payne scored 1.2 points for the
Cardinals and Scott led Tech with
24, including five 3-point baskets.
Hammonds had 19 points and 10
rebounds for the Yellow Jackets.
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Indoor track

Cardinals drive...
(Cont'd from page 6)
52-50 when Tom Hammonds converted a three-point play with 9:09
left.
Tech led twice down the stretch
on 3-point baskets by Dennis Scott,
but couldn't hold off the Cardinals
in the final 90 seconds.
"This is a good confidence
builder for our team to beat a Top
Twenty team on the road," Ellison
said.
"When it was on the line, he
(Payne I hit two in a row that really helped us," Crum said. "But
everyone had to contribute and it
was a good team effort. To hold
that team to 65 points on their floor
is a good defensive effort.
-"I thought We held our poise
well even when they made some
runs," Crum said. "We didn't get
flustered and we executed pretty
well."
'For the two 3-pointers,
Louisville definitely deserved to

handed Providence its first loss in
14 games this season. Villanova
coach Rollie Massimino got his
300th victory in 16 years at
Villanova, 10-6..

Technical foul...

Mahoney credits...

753-9627
201 S. 6th St.

State Farris Insurance Compantes
Home Ott.ces Bloorrongton m00,5

Upset by Panthers...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Florida State beat visiting
Tennessee.
Florida State, 12-1, opened a
50-28 lead late in the first half and
fought off several Tennessee
spurts in the second half. The
Volunteers, 11-2, closed within
66-61 with 12:14 left in the game on
Dyron Nix's 3-point shot, but were
unable to get any closer.

Woodside qualifies for
indoor championships
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201 South 6th Street
Staff Report

Murray State Lady Racer
trackster Diane Woodside
qualified for the NCAA Indoor
Championships with a school
record triple jump at the ShersonLehman-Hutton Games at Arkansas State University over the
weekend.
In action on Friday and Saturday, Woodside jumped 40 feet, 11
inches, a new school- and meetrecord which qualified her for the
Championship to be held in March
in Indianapolis. She also took first
place in the long jump, with a
school record mark of 19 feet, 3
inches.
Twin sister Dawn Woodside won
the shot put with a throw of 43 feet.
3 inches, also a school and meet
record.
Sprinter Stephanie Saleem set
two meet records in taking home

two first place finishes. Saleem
won the 200meter dash in a time of
24.45 seconds. Her first place
finish in the 400 meters at a time of
55.65 was not a school record, but
was a meet record.
Kathy Mueller took first place in
the 3000 meters with a time of
11:21.66.
The Lady Racers now travel to
Champaign-Urbana, Ill., to take
part in the Illinois Invitational this
weekend.
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FREE!
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Bel-Air Center
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Joe Robbie Stadium to play host to
league's best home team, road team
MIAMI (AP) - The road to Miami has been a kind one for the San
Francisco 49ers, the NFL's best team away from home.
The Cincinnati Bengals, the league's best home team, haven't taken so
kindly to safaris outside the Jungle - Riverfront Coliseum.
Next Sunday, both teams will be in strange environs - neither has
ever played in Joe Robbie Stadium, site of the Super Bowl.
For the 49ers, there are places like home. Better places, in fact - San
Francisco is 7-2 away from Candlestick Park this season, including the
28-3 romp at Chicago for the NFC championship. At home, the 49ers
were 5-4.
"It's a sign of an experienced team when you can win on the road,"
quarterback Joe Montana said. "We're not the type team to get
flustered."
"In a lot of ways, you are a littler better off on the road because you
concentrate more on the game," Coach Bill Walsh said. "Maybe there
was a day and age where guys went on the road and there was a wild party or whatever. But now you get more football in and more concentration
than at home."
If ever the 49ers were ripe to trip on a road trip, it was at Soldier Field.
Presented with icy conditions as well as the Bears' bone-chilling
defense, the Niners never shivered, never looked out of place.
"This is too good a team to be bothered by things like the weather or
not having the home field," Montana said. "The best teams in this
league can win anywhere. You won't even get into the playoffs without
being able to win on the road."
The Bengals won only four of their eight games on the road and just
one - against the Cowboys, the NFL's weakest link in 1988 - came after
the fifth week of the season. The Ickey Shuffle, the no-huddle offense and
AFC crown can't hide those results, which include losses at Kansas City
and New England. not exactly NFL. powprc
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"Ask Us.

""PHASE ilm

Your Nursery & Service Center
310 No. 4th Street
753-6863
Will you be ready when the grass is??
Be the first out when the grass grows
The winter rains have started. Your grass
is thinking, when will the sun shine? "Ask Us.-

"DON'T FORGET THAT TILLER..."
January-February Tune-Up Special - "Ask Us"
Repair & Storage-Pick-Up & Delivery
-ASK US--Blade Sharpening To Overhaul...
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Llama replaces cattle in the heart of Kentucky woman
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky. API —
Jeannette Priebe was tired of wiping away tears when cattle that
she had turned into pets were
trucked off to slaughter.
"I wanted something we could
raise that no one would eat and
that would be a good investment,"
Mrs. Priebe said.
So, what could be more charma pet
ing than a female llama
with huge brown eyes, 4-inch
eyelashes and a temperament so
gentle that she communicates
with her baby by humming?
Since Mrs. Priebe and her husband, Victor Priebe, bought their

first female llama for $3,000 in
1982, the value of breeding females
has soared. There are about 20,000
llamas in the United States, and
few are being imported from
South America. e
Nationally, there are no firm
statistics on the number of llama
farms or owners, but the International Llama Association of
Denver has 1,400 members who
own at least one llama. When the
group formed in 1982, it had fewer
than 300 members.
In Kentucky, there are about 20
people with llamas but fewer than
10 probably breed them to sell,

Mrs. Priebe estimated.
Both Mrs. Priebe, 51, nd Priebe,
59, have full-time jobs in
Louisville where he manages property and she does executive searches for companies. But within
three years, they hope, their offfarm jobs will be secondary to
their llama business. Now, the
Priebes have a farm manager.
Bob Kendall, who cares for the
llamas while the Priebes are
working or are out of town.
In the spring of 1982, the Priebes
began their herd with two females
and one male on five acres near
Prospect. Within about a year,
they moved to nine acres and had
18 llamas. About 18 months ago,
they moved to an old dairy farm in
Shelby County where they now

have plenty of room for their herd also want them as guard animals.
Llamas get along well with other
of more than 50 llamas.
Deborah Smothers, a animals, but they will chase
spokeswoman .for the llama threatening intruders — such as
association, said the llama in- dogs — out of a pasture.
dustry is beginning to "take off." 'When fully grown, a llama
The animals, which are as sure- stands about 6 feet from the
footed as goats and which easily ground to the top of the head and
handle high altitudes, are popular weighs 350 to 500 pounds. Llamas
out West where people use them to can live up to 25-years.
Because llamas are unhappy
carry equipment into the mountains for hikes, camping and penned alone, tfie Priebes either
sell two of the animals together or
hunting.
Also, llamas are cheaper to make certain the buyer has other
animals.
raise than cattle or horses.
The Priebes don't advertise. But
Llamas, cousins to camels, have
been growing in popularity among they have no trouble selling
people willing to spend at least llamas. They average about three
calls a day from people who have
$1,000.
Ms. Smothers said some people heard about their farm and want
buy llamas as pets. But she said to buy a baby. They receive so
sheep, cattle and horse breeders many requests that the babies

usually are promised to someone
before they are born.
"We're not high-pressure
salesmen," Mrs. Priebe said. We
don't have to be because the
market is there."
The gestation period for llamas
is 350 days, and twins are rare.
When the babies are weaned, they
are sold or kept for breeding,
The Priebes sell.male llamas as
pets for $1,000 to $2,000. A male
that will be used as a sire sells for
an average of about $7,000, but
females can range in price from
$10,000 to $20,000, depending on
their bloodlines and abilities as
mothers.
Nationally, some prize-breeding
animals have sold for more than
$100,000.

County releases dates
of 1989 grain program Union to fight decoupling farm subsidy proposal

The Calloway County ASCS Office announced the sign-up dates
for the 1989 Acreage Reduction
Program. They will begin accepting applications for the 1989

Dwain Taylor

Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
for farming

Call Gene
753-2617

Wheat/Feed Grain program on
January 17 continuing through
April 14, 1989. The sign-up for the
special Soybean provision begin
January 17 and ends February 3,
1989. Under the Soybean provision.
the producers may declare their intentions to plant from 10-25 percent
of each program crops permitted
acreage to soybeans and protect
the program crop acreage base.
All producers will have to be
determined "actively engaged in
farming" and a separate -person"
determination made before advance payments can be issued.
Producers wishing to avoid delay
during the sign-up period should
come to the ASCS office and complete these forms as soon as
possible.

GET
READY
FOR THE
SNOW!!

7.8%
Financing

rural communities, endanger the
environment and destabilize the
position of Third World farmers."
Swenson said at a news conference that decoupling would be a
"short-term welfare program"
and will be opposed vigorously by
NFU lobbyists.
The idea of decoupling has been
around for years but has not had

great support on Capitol Hill. One
of the early decisions by the incoming Bush administration will
be whether to embrace decoupling
as a way of containing government farm costs.
Under some versions of decoupling, federal payments targeted to
farmers would gradually he
reduced over four or five years
and perhaps then be eliminated

No Money Down
W/Approved Credit

753-71 14

604 So. 12th St.

WANTED
10 HOMES
TO TRAIN SIDING & WINDOW APPLICATORS
(under supervision - fully guaranteed)
TO APPLY VINYL SIDING AND
INSULATED WINDOWS

Hurry and Send Coupon Below
For Details!
(Complete Insulation Package Included)

No Gimmicks!

Farmers find good prices amidst 1989 clouds
WASHINGTON 1AP I — The
Agriculture Department has been
upbeat about the 7mospects for
farmers in 1989, but analysts also
point out there are some
troublesome clouds along the
horizon.

strength in crop and livestock
sales.
The fundamentals that
undergird long-term trends in
farm income are strengthening,"
the two economists said in the current issue of Agricultural Outlook
magazine.
In 1989, they said, costs of farm
production items, or inputs, and
commodity market prices will be
in better balance.
But Hanson and Hacklander ad-

ded in their report that "three
negative factors cloud the
outlook" for U.S. agriculture:
—The farm sector will continue
to rely heavily on government
payments in 1989, indicating that it
has not fully regained a :competitive edge.
—According to USDA estimates,
about 15,000 commercial farms
will be "financially on the ropes"
because of last year's drought.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Burley growers will need to increase their production if they
want to stave off competition from
foreign markets, according to one
tobacco company official.
But Thomas Nervell, senior vice
president and general manager of
Southwestern Tobacco Co., balked
at suggestions from growers that
if companies paid higher prices,
the farmers would grow more
leaf.
"History will tell a buyer that
paying more does not necessarily
increase the amount of tobacco
that you're able to buy," Nervell
told the Lexington Herald-Leader
after speaking at the Council for
Burley Tobacco on Friday. That
isn't the way the system
operates."
He said the auction system
prevents a buyer from paying
more to get more tobacco.
Auction rules allow a buyer to
bid $1.64 a pound for a pile of
tobacco and competing buyers can
raise their bids to the same price.
The auctioneer will divide the pile
equally among the bidders.
Norvell said the only effect in
raising the bid is that the price
increases.

Asked whether a higher price
one year might mean greater production in subsequent years,
Norvell said, "You certainly cannot argue with the point that if the
price got high enough it would
result in increased production. But
it's very difficult for an individual
company to try and cause that
price to go up and stay up. ...
"Right, wrong or indifferent, I
just don't think that's going to
haPPett."
Burley .farmers in the eightstate Burley Belt have failed to
grow the maximum tobacco allowed in every year this decade except 1985. Volume through the preChristmas sales season this year
was 351.5 million pounds, compared with 375.1 million pounds for
the same period last year. Sales
for last year's season were almost
100 million pounds below the quota
set by the government.
Norvell said he had seen no indication that tobacco companies
had already taken steps toward
buying more foreign tobacco, but
said, -Good judgment would indicate that this is something that
would have to be considered."
He said cigarette manufacturers would have to overestimate

their purchasing intentions for
next year in order to increase crop
sizes, but they would run the risk
of paying a penalty under provisions of the 1986 Tobacco Reform
Act.
Despite Norvell's comments,
various grower group respresentatives at the meeting said they
wanted higher prices from tobacco companies.

Classic Exteriors, Inc.
Best Hours For Us
To Contact You.
010 am -5 p.m. 05-9 p.m

Gentlemen. Under No Obligation Please Contact:
Name
Address

Zip

About 15 percent to 20 percent of
the highly specialized corn and
soybean farms in drought counties
are probably under financial
stress.
—Excess production, which
lowers farm commodity prices,
can occur rapidly. The 1988
drought slashed crop production
drastically, but history shows that
output often jumps sharply the
following year.

SIa

Phone

MAIL COUPON TODAY

"It's a question of who takes the
initiative — whether the buying interests do it or whether the growing interests do it," said John
Berry Jr., president of the Burley
Co-op. "And there's not much initiative there in terms of economic
incentive."
think the price is the name of
the game," said Bob Hornback,
vice president of the council.

National cotton crops
achieve growth in '88
WASHINGTON (
— The
Agriculture Department says the
1988 cotton crop will be at a sevenyear high of 15.4 million bales, up 5
percent from the 1987 harvest and
2 percent more than forecast last
month.
In a new estimate Wednesday
based on Jan. 1 conditions, the
department's Agricultural
Statistics Board said production
would be the largest since 15.6

million bales in 1981.
Orange production, estimated at
215 million boxes. is up 7 percent
from last season but forecast at
about the same level as in
December.
The report did not include new
1988 production figures for other
major crops such as wheat, corn
and siiybeans. An annual report on
those commodities will be issued
on Friday.

ATTENTION
MR. FARMER:

CARGIll

Wet, warm weather is .keeping us
out of the fields. When the time comes
and we are able, call on the team that
can make the difference.

Nutrena

ri

THE HUTSON TEAM

CUT AND MAIL COUPON TODAY NO OBLIGATION

City

One of the biggest advocates is
the Heritage Foundation, a
Washington-based conservative
think tank, which recently issued a
report saying that one of the first
-jobs of -the Bush ad-ministration
should be to cut subsidies and "get
farmers off the dole."

Increase needed to fight foreign burley market

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE

Send Keplys To
Murray Ledger 4 Times
II Whitnell Box I
Murray. Ky. 424171

altogether as producers are wearied from federal crop subsidies.

4

For example, USDA economists
Greg Hanson and Duane
Hacklander say this year's farm
financial outlook is favorable, in
large part because of continued

$1,000 Rebate
OR

WASHINGTON ( AP I — The National Farmers Union says it will
wage a lobbying battle in Congress
against a proposal to let farmers
collect federal subsidies without
regard to the kind of crops they
produce.
NFU president Leland Swenson
said Wednesday that the idea,
known as "decoupling," would be
"devastating for farmers and

JJ'\/1 'I J.
SWEET FEED

We have the most modern liquid
and dry fertilizer equipment available
to service your needs.
"We are your full form-ag service."

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
1 800 626 5464
204 W. Railroad Ave. Hazel, KY
753-1933
498-8142

. N.'».
BEWARE! Many horses have been lost this fall due
to moldy grain. With Nutrena Triumph Sweet Feed the
grain is steam rolled which kills the harmful bacteria
that causes the problem.
For more information contact the folks at:

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove, Ky.

(502)435-4415
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Nursing program to begin
Applications for the Murray.
Calloway Vocational Center's
1989-90 Licensed Practical Nursing
program are now being accepted
The outstanding eleven month
program prepares students to pass
the LPN state board examination,
with over ninety percent of
students who graduate from the
program employed in the Purchase
area.
Students must be at least seventeen years of age when the program begins on August 1, roust hold
a high school diploma or the GED
equivalent, must meet minimum
score requirements on an achievement test, and must pass a medical
exam in order to qualify for the
program.
Kentucky resident's cost include
a $20 registration fee, $16 per
month tuition, books, and uniforms
with financial assistance available
in the form of grants, student loans,

Calloway County resident Tracey
Abell, "Being a single parent. I saw
the L.P.N. program as a way to
have a worthwhile career within a
short length of time so I could better focus on raising my daughter"

JTPA funding, veterans benefits,
and dislocated worker benefits.
Non-resident tuition is $60 per
month and a $40 registration fee.
Nursing instructors Joyce Morrison and Shirley Robinson, both
registered nurses, will meet with
interested individuals at the
Murray-Calloway Vocational
Center on January 23 at 6:00 p.m.
and on January 24 at 2:30 p.m.
"There is a critical nursing shortage in our country, and the job opportunities are excellent for the
Licensed Practical Nurse," according to Morrison. Male applicants
are also encouraged to apply, since
there is a shortage of male nurses
in the profession.
Students enroll in the program
from throughout the Purchase area
and include students from
Hickman County, Fulton County,
Graves County, Marshall County,
and Calloway County. According to

Applicants who meet the program requirements are accepted
on a first come first served basis,
so it is important to apply early.
Application packets may be picked
up at the vocational center office
between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. or will be mailed. For
more information, call 753-1870.
The Murray-Calloway Vocational Center, located at 18th and
Sycamore on the campus of Murray High School, does not
discriminate in educational or
employment practices on the basis
of sex, marital status, race, or
religion in accordance with Title IX
of the 1972 Amendments.

Central Americans to attend MSU
Ten students from five Central
American countries will arrive at
Murray State University on
Wednesday, Jan. 18, to begin the
first phase of a three-year project
funded by the United States Information Agency (USIA).
The project is being coordinated
through the university's Center for
International Programs, which
received a $402,365 CAMPUS(Central American Program of
Undergraduate Scholarships) III
grant from USIA to provide
scholarships to students from Central America.
The students — two men and
eight women representing the
countries of Honduras, Guatemala,
El Salvador, Costa Rica and

and society.

Panama — will arrive iii Paducah
Wednesday afternoon. Their
studies at Murray State will begin
with six to eight months of intensive English language training, according to Marian Posey, codirector of the project.
Three Belizean students will join
the group at the beginning of the
1989 fall semester when all 13 will
then begin their undergraduate
educations, she added.
Dr. Ben Larson of Paducah, who
has -taught English as a Second
Language (ESL) in the United
States, Puerto Rico and Zambia,
will conduct the English classes,
assisted by Jane Bauernfeind.
Field trips and social activities are
also planned to acquaint the
students with American culture

Dr. Luis Bartolucci, associate
professor in the Department of
Geosciences at MSU,is co-director
of the project. A support team of
faculty and staff, roommates, student cultural advisers and friendship families will also be involved
in the project.
Murray State is one of six universities in the nation selected to
receive a CAMPUS III award.
Other schools that received CAMPUS III grants for similar projects
are Iowa State University at Ames;
St. Michael's College, Winooski,
Vt.; University of Wisconsin at Eau
Claire; University of Louisville;
and Indiana University of
Pennsylvania.

Veterans charging TVA
with job discrimination
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(A?) —
A group of military veterans says
the Tennessee Valley Authority
has discriminated against them by
violating federal law by promoting
non-veterans over better qualified
veterans.
Seven members of the TVA
Veterans Association met Friday
with U.S. Rep. Marilyn Lloyd, DTenn., saying that the agency was
running a "scam" to promote
"good ole boys" over veterans.
They said the utility created a
worker classification system that
allegedly segregates workers into
different categories, such as
veterans or non-veterans, though
they may all be trained to do the
same job. Some of the classifications keep the veterans from being
exempt from layoffs, the
300-member association says.
For example, TVA created a
new category for permanent
foremen and planners among the
craft workers. But those jobs are
reserved for non-veterans, while
veterans are classified in expendable job classifications that cost
them their job security, the
association says.
It also said some veterans with
20 years on the job have been laid
off and replaced by non-veterans
with less than a year of TVA
service.
"During the past 20 years, and
even up to the present, certain
people with TVA's management
ranks have repeatedly broken
federal laws concerning veteran's
preference," the association said
in a statement.
"Many of these atrocities have
been accomplished by the initiation of 'separate competitive
areas.'
"Some management personnel
have placed their so-called special
people, or elite people with walkon-water evaluations, in these
layoff-exempt areas with total
disregard for real merit, efficiency and especially length of service. Length of service can speak
for itself. The time a person has
worked is a permanent record that
can't be tampered with.
"Merit and efficiency, however,
have been replaced with the buddy
system, good ole boys playing up
to someone, boot licking...."
The Veterans Preference Act of
1944 gives veterans first-hired,
last-fired status and the Veteran's
Readjustment Assistance Act of
1974 gives veterans top billing for
promotions, training and job
security.
When a veteran reports violations of those laws, they are
"harassed" by their superiors and
given temporary leaves without
pay, said veteran Larry Orr. He
said he has been "dogged off"
work for more than a month at a
time.
Lloyd asked if the buddy system

Murray Rotafrflub President Leroy Eldridge, right, accepts a check for $1,000 from the Guy Billing-ton family that will go toward a new heart machine at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The machine was purchased by the Rotary Club in memory of the late Mr. Billington, who was stricken during a Rotary Club
meeting. Representing the Billington family for the presentation of the check are Bob, left, and Ted Bill.
ington. Funds are not being solicited,.but anyone who would like to make a contribution should see a Rotarian.

had replaced the veterans
preference system and if TVA
managers are hiring their
relatives, which is illegal under
federal nepotism laws.
"It's been going on for years,"
another veteran said.
"I just want you to see they are
scamming this whole thing, said
Daryl Pendergrass, a steamfitter
at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant and
spokesman for the association.

Are there health risks to mineral oil?
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can the mineral
oil or petrolatum used in creams and
Lotions be absorbed in the skin and
cause digestive problems?
DEAR READER: Neither mineral
oil nor petrolatum is absorbed
through intact skin. .The danger of
these substances comes when they are
inhaled, as can be the case with petrolatum products such as Vicks VapoRub if it is incorrectly applied inside the nostrils. Inhaled petrolatum
causes a form of chronic pneumonia.
DEAR DR. GOTT My husband had
an elevated CPK level but diabetes
was ruled out. What does this enzyme
indicate?
DEAR READER. Creatinephosphokinase(CPK) is a protein enzyme
that is present in muscle- tissue. Although the blood stream normally
contains a measurable amount, most
of the enzyme is held by muscles.
When muscles are damaged, bruised
or injured, they release their CPK
into the blood. This causes a marked
rise in the blood level of CPK.
In the laboratory, technicians can

,,not only measure blood CPK but can
differentiate between the types of
CPK that are released from voluntary (skeletal) muscle and from heart
cardiac) muscle. Therefore, CPK determinations are a useful way of diagnosing heart attack.
When cardiac muscle is damaged
by a blood clot, the tissue leaks CPK:
the amount measurable in the bloodstream gives an accurate indication
of the extent of the heart attack - - or
whether it has occurred at all. For example, if a man has chest pain; faints
and falls, striking his arm or leg, the
CPK will be high. In such a case, the
doctor needs to know whether the elevated CPK is due to the fall or to a
combination of the injury plus cardiac damage
Did a heart attack cause him to
faint? The lab canSolve the problem.
If there was no heart attack, the skeletal CPK will be elevated and the cardiac CPK normal. In the presence of a
heart attack, both skeletal and cardiac enzyme levels will be high.
CPK bears no direct relation to diabetes, increased blood sugar.
From the information you supply. I

conclude that your husband either
strained, pulled or bruised a muscle.
his heart evidently was not affected
Ask his doctor to explain the.I.ype.ofCPK that was elevated and why. Diabetes is usually' diagnosed with an
analysis of the blood sugar, not .of
muscle en4yrnes.
For more information. Frri sending
you a copy of my Health Report - Diabetes Mellitus... Other readers who
would like a copy should send El and
their name and address to PO Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
•
sure to mention the title.
•E_.) iii, NEWSPAPER ENTERFRISF:

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT. M D

THE BEST TO YOU FOR '89 FROM FORD.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Skilled work
6 Hinder
11 Longed for
12 Turkish
decrees
14 Roman 51
15 Wife of
Geraint
17 Tibetan priest
18 Choose
20 Atmospheric
disturbance
23 Small rug
24 Undergarment
26 Bend
28 Note of scale
29 Uncanny
31 Stripes
33 Grafted:
heraldry
35 Fall on deaf
— (ignore)
36 Having made
a will
39 Adores
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

42 Sothern ID
43 Look
sneakingly
45 Unaspirated
46 Possessive
pronoun
48 Cancel
50 Father
51 Tardy
53 Walk
55 Myself
56 — of Liberty
59 Clothesmaker
61 Expunge
62 Scoff
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TAME
WEEK
ETA'.
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STUB
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_
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UT
MESS
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DOWN
1 Three-base
hit
2 Sun god
‘,
3 Hail!
4 Lairs
5 Redacts
6 Roman gods
7 Teutonic
deity
6

5

4

8 Hindu cymbal
9 Kind of
cheese
10 Comment
11 Shut
13 Surfeits
16 Specks
7

8

9

10
13

12
11IlUlU

U29
36

32
35

34
38

37

47

45

611157
61
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41

iii
50

49
54

53

52

51

40

39

43iii
48
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44

42
46

28

27
31

30
33

23

22

26

25

24

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14
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How Can You Beat This Deal?

19
21
22
25

Wearies
Repetition
Ethical
Liquid
measures
27 Danger
30 Babylonian
hero
32 Inquired
34 Kind of collar
36 Full-dress
attire
37 Landed
property
38 Vast ages
40 Captivate
41 Hebrew
festival
44 Certain golf
shots
47 "— Wars
49 'Doctor
Zhtvago
director
52 Greek letter
54 Bakery item
57 'The Two of..
58 Author
cummings
60 French article

Annual
Percentage
Rate
Financing

Cash Rebates up to .

Or

111 0
0
0

*On Selected New .1988 and 1989 Models Based On Dealer A'vailabIlltv
4,9% Annual Percentage Rate for 24 mos

Other Special Rates For Longer Terms
Plus Additional Factory & Dealer Discounts

59

soII
fi2

SIll

Take advantage of the special low financing or cash back now!
va(labir? to Buyers with Approved Credit
Call Us For Details

CORN-AUSTIN'S

FINAL MARKDOWN SALE
Now In Progress!!!
Hurry in for great selection!
Paducah
Downtown Murray

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

r
\

"Serving You For 61 Year:,
Since 1928"

FORD
MERCURY

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Make
L.EGAL NOTICE
On December 23,
1988,
there
was
tendered for filing with
the Federal Corn,
munications Commission, Washington, D.C.,
an application for consent to the voluntary
assignment of construction permit for
Staton WSPH-TV, Murray. Kentucky, from
Sammy J. Parker,
d/b/a
WML-LPTV
Company to Life Anew
Ministries, Inc Station
WSPH-TV operates on
Channel 38.
Life Anew Ministries. Inc has the
following
officers,
directors,
and/or
stockholders. John W.
Stalls. John R. Price.
and Linda M. Stalls.
.4 copy of the apnealion is available for
public :nspection during norni3S business
hours at: 15u: Diuguid
Rd Murray. 1,„

AEROBICS Plus! In
structor Gail Foster
Low impact aerobics
9-10a.m
Tuesdays and
Thursdays at the Public
Library. Call 7530696.
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4tti
St., Murray.
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85$
$31
With Classified

Where can you easily find millions in
real estate, sell your old car, find a
better paying jo , find your lost
bank book, make a good buy
on an antique lamp, locate
a good carpenter who
can repair your porch,

r.)

in the
classified

Will Sit
with elderly or
ill person.
Excellent
references
upon request.
Call

753-6298
Anytime. '

THE FAR SIDE

5EE 7 IT 5 A PHOTO6RAPH
OF ALL THE FUMES .5NOOPY
Atc SPIKE ARE RIGHT
7.4ERE IN FRONT

436-5355

Coll the Murray
Ledger 8 Times
7511916
To Place Your Ad

753-1916

FIND
IT
FAST

SANTA'S
HELPERS

Murray•Calloway County Hospital will
receive bids for the construction of Second
Floor Areas of FOB II I Professional Office
Building II ) on South 8th Street, Murray.
Ky., on Thursday January 19, 1989 at 2:00
p.m. local time in the Board Room of the
hospital, at which time the bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud.
The project consists primarily of the partitions, doors, hardware, ceilings, of office
space for Doctors Hart Suite.
Proposal forms, contract documents, including plans and specifications shall be on
file at the following locations.
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 Kentucky
Ave, Box 7038, Paducah,_Ky. West Ky Con- _...
tractors Assn., Paducah, and Murray, Ky.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the Architect, Gresham
Associates, Inc. on or after January 9, 1989
by a check in the amount of Fifty Dollars
($50.00) which will be refunded on each set
returned in complete and good condition
within ten (10) days after bid opening.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
'; i of the
amount equal to five percent (5,
bid shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be-required to
list on the bid form the cost of performance
and material payment bond in the amount
of 100% of the contract, if reettiired later by
the Owner.
Prevailing wage rates are NOT required
for this project.
The Owner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids ottto waive any informalities
in the bidding. NQ bid shall be withdrawn
without the consent of the Owner for a
period of forty-five (45) days subsequent to
the opening of bids.
MURRAY
COUNTY
CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL
Stuart Poston, Administrator

l-IE5 THE ONE WE 514000 INvrTE
TO THE '1)6LY 006 CONTEST

OLAF '!
THAT'S WHAT
THEM 115E0 IC
CALL HIM

HAIRCUTS etc. Sham
poo Winter Sale! Any
Scruples leader $10.95.
Value up to 517,00!
Dixieland Center. 753
6745
OPEN For Business:
G randa Miller's
Country Bakin'!
Homemade breads and
pasteries. NO MIXES OR
PRESERVATIVES.
leSouth
3.4
1 2
to Puryear 140 West to
69 South to Solo's Mkt.
140 West 1 1. 4 mile to
Bakery. Open Monday
Saturday noon,
8a.m. 6p.m. Ph. 901 782
3412. John & Irene
Miller, Cottage Grove,
Tn.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Soecialties 759-9246.
E clean your rings,
free_ We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold It we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, WO
South Street,
E
Mayfield, Ky , Phone
502.247 6762.

( X NCER -INSURANCE
No age limit to apPly.
(your present policy
,is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
uhemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'Ire.- local claim ...ell it.
5. Lost and Found
FOUND
1 black and
White spotted beagle on
Knight Rd. 753-4432
LOST • Burgundy Aligner purse in the Murray
area. $25 Reward, 7538158.
6

11 H4PIT
COMING

.35

DAvi's

HOW CAN A GUY WITH NOTHING
To CXD GET SO FAR BEHIND?:

THEY NIFECIED i4ELP IT,Frea
THE NEXT ICA*/ TO MAKE
UP THEIR BARBERS.OP
QUARTET

QU▪ IET!
POwN 70
&nitre-55'

PIE OKI.*[ORO*

CH.454AME14

THAT PAME NEVER A440 IN
CHABAMBA. ti
HAVE MY

Help Wanted

ARTIST model De
partment of Art Part
time. Salary $5 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
and spring semester.
Contact Department of
Art, Murray Stale Un
iversity, Murray, KY
42071, 502 762 3784
EOE, M/F.
ATTENTION
Hiring!
Government jobs- your
area. Many immediate
openings without waitlng list or test. $17,840$69,485. Call 1 602 8388885 Ext. R684.
BONUS INCOME:
Earn $200 $250 weekly.
Mailing 1989 travel
brochures. For more
information send
stamped envelope to:
INC. P.O. Box 2139,
Miami, Florida 33261.
DENTIST in Murray
needs dental hygienist 3
days a week, starting
immediately. Send renume to. P.O. Box
1040 F, Murray, Ky.
tARN Money At Home?
Assemble jewelry, toys,
electronics, others. FT
& PT work available.
Call (Refundable) 1-401
744 3000 Ext. S 973, 24
HRS
rDUCATIONAL foundation for foreign
studies needs volunteer
Area Representative to
coordinate non-profit
international hi 9 h
school student ex
change program
locally. No fund raising
Expenses
required
paid and training pro,
vided. No experience
required fdir this volun
teer position, just en
ergy and enthusiasm.
For more information
call Deb Atherton col
lect at 502 358 9615 or
call 1 800 447 4273
X-CEI LE NI SALE
O PPORTUNITY!
HIGHEST COMMIS
SION PAID! NO CAN
VASSING! For that
enthusiastic and neatly
dressed male or female
who is tired of making
less and is ready for the
highest commissions
paid, steady flow of
good, qualified clients,
working 5 days a week
in the Kenlake area at
Pine Crest Resort.
Positions will be filled
quickly so call now!
474 2229, ask for
Thomas

Help

Wanted

EXTRA 1 NCOMEf
Townecraft Service
Center needs 2 con
sultants 4 nights a week,
4 hours a night Earn
while learning. Write Townecraft Service
Center, 200 West 7th St ,
Benton, KY 42025.
FASHION and cosmetic
consultant needed.
Training available 502
247 0302.
FEDERAL, state and
civil service lobs. Now
hiring Your area $13,
500 to $59,480 immediate
openings, Call 1
(3131733 6062 Ext. *F
2558.
LICENSED Practical
N urses: Murray
Calloway County
Hospital has immediate
openings for licensed
practical nurses on the
lip m. 7a m. shift
Qualified applicants
must be a graduate
from an accredited
school of Practical
Nursing and posses a
current Kentucky
License. Competitive
salary and benefits For
more information con
tact • Personnel Department, MCCH, 803
Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071. (502)7535131 Ext.
114. E.O.E
LPN • Interested in
enriching your nursing
career? If so, join our
staff by sharing with us
the joy of giving corn
passion with loss and
the self satisfaction of
love by giving TLC.
Monday Friday posi•
tion available, excellent
salary and benefits.
Apply in person at Mills
Manor Nursing Home,
500 Beck Lane,
Mayfield, Ky.
MARRIED couple from
New England operating
histor -ic B e -d &
Breakfast Inn near
Cape Cod, Mass. seek
ing Chamber . Maid for
1989 season May Oc
tober
5 6 months
commitment neces, sary. Write - P.O. Box
885, Murray, KY 42071
with information about
yourself. Interviews
January in
mid
Murray, Ky.
MATURE, personable
individual needed as
receptionist in local
medical office. Full
time position with ben
efits. . Send resume and
references to: P.O.Box
1040-H, Murray, Ky.
MURRAY area law
firm needs full time
.wortker Secretary
required - typing, corn
puler, word processing,
transcription of dicta
tion, telephone answer
ing and receptionist.
Legal experience
preferred Compensa
tion based on ex
perience and skills.
Send resume to. P 0.
Box 1040 J. Murray, Ky
MURRAY dentist look
ing for experienced
dental assistant with
knowledge of answering
phone, making appoin
tments and taking col
lections. Position
available Monday
Friday Send resume
to: P 0. Box 1040 F,
Murray, Ky.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (31
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by tile Western Ky
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 8130
12:005 days a week.
9. Situation

Wanted

Dependable lady will do
house cleaning 753 2622

11

Instruction

AN AIRLINE CAREER
IN 1989
an be yours if you act to
day' Just L2 weeks of train
ins & you'll be ready for a
fast paced 1rime career
where promotions & travel
can take you as far as you
want to go Financial Aid
available if you qualify
Four regional campuses to
serve you with airline
placement assistance Find
out boa tar your Ste can go
TODAY"
-5O0/234-1350
Mon Fri 10 00a rn •
.
INTERNATIONAL
AIR ACADEMY
columind. Ntl)

•AIRLINES
-CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
i40mE STUDY/RES, TRAiNING
OINANCIAL AID AVAIL
•JOSPI.ACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

-SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORE)PROCESSOR
NOW STUDY 'RES TRAINING

-FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728

14
Want to Buy
1971 HALF ton pick up
truck. 753 6621
FRAME mounted
trailer hitch for pick up
truck, class 3. 759 4905.
LADIES 10 speed . bike:
good shape, priced
right. Call 753 3642
days, 753 5738 nights.
WANT to buy Raw
Furs. Stanley Owen
McClellan, Pulaski, IL
618 342 6316.
WE pay best prices for
scrap aluminum, brass,
copper and aluminum
cans. Call Balcan Rec,./c4ing at 753-0338

WANTED
TO BUY
and Logs
of all kinds.
Call
McKnight
& Sons
Sawmill

Timber

On Poor Farm Rd.
753-7528 753-5305
At Night
Daytime
15

Articles for

Sale

BEAUTY Shop equip
ment and suntan bed, 4
years old. 753 0658 after
5p.m.
Sharp
FOR sate
copiers and fax
machines Demo units
also available. Call
1 800 248 4319, Benton,
Ky.
OPEN hearth fireplace
insert, 5300 753-9778
after 5p.m.
'RESTAURANT/
cocktail tables, folding
fiberglass door, 22'x10';
love seat; folding
chairs; 4 fiberglass
chairs; record stand; 6
wicker chairs; re
frigerator; butcher
block and chrome table
and 6 chairs. 753-5950.
16

Home

Furnishings

IF you would like to own ANTIQUES: oak
Your own buisness, now treddle sewing
is the time! Changes machine, 5150; 1850
are being make with walnut leather sower,
Diet Center that will $150; cast iron wood
mean a business boom. cook stove 1918, 5300;
Personal commitments oak kitchen cabinets
are forcing sale. For refinished, $235. 436
additional information
2105.
respond 101 P.O. Box
115, Hazel, Ky. 42049.
Solid Cherry Drexel
LAUNDROMAT and
Hepplewhite drop
home. Sacrifice due to
health. For more in
leaf dining table
formation call 354 6075
42x73 with 4 matOPEN YOUR OWN
ching chairs, 2 ad
W HOLESALE
BUYER'S CLUB! Sell
ditional host and
top brand ladies' or
hostess chairs. Exchildren's apparel for at
cellent condition.
least 25% below regular
retail price! $21,000
Call 753-3895
Call
includes all
Marlenna Fashions,
after 5 p.m.
America's leading store
opening service since
or weekends
1977, at 1 904 785-4111,
Ext 21
COUCH, love seat, odd
chair. beige, blue, rust,
Instruction
11
5150. 4.36 2105.
OAK dining room buffet,
INS TRUC TION
$150, wood burning stove/
circulator, $295, white
electric wall oven and
•No ••••••••Le•
cooktop, $125, sleeper
nessme,
sofa, $75; kitchen cabinet
•rayr CarillIcallon
fronts and drawers with
•F Wier per irn•
W•••••9
pulls, $75; wall heaters,
•Ellsow••••• Owe
35515. white cast iron
•From
So,
AreAsiN.
double sink, $35; small
fuse box, 55, roll insula
ALLIANCE
•C TOR LAMLE 01
tion, $3 bag; 2 white
TrIAJNING CIENTE MI
toilets, $10 each; screen
EIIANON Tle
Call Toll •••
MOB door, $10; 2 front doors,
$10 each Call 435-4593
1-800-334-1203
before 9P.M,

26. Home

Furnishings

VITrin your order tor a
handsome custom made
butcher block table
From basic to excuisite,
any size, height or
shape to fit your need or
fancy. Genuine oak
tops. Call today
435 4142.
BROYHILL sofa
good
condition, 5125 489 2696
22. Musical

31D1NET

piano - Straf
ford model Kohler &
Cambell, new condition,
5750. 7.53-6265.
24

Miscellaneous

1—Int1SOLEUM

cripts
at Memorial Gardens
Call 753 7169 after 4p.m.
3S GALLON barrels for
sale Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759 9831.
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
FIREWOOD for -Sale
Tree removal. Free
estimate 436 2562, 436
2758.
GO carts, go carts, go
carts! 5 HP single and
double seats. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Road Call
7599831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247 7831.
SEASONED oak
firewood
753 5476,
Charles Barnett.
SEASONED firewood
436 2744.
WE service all brands
of kerosene heaters and
carry a full line of parts.
Keith's Lawn 8. Tractor, Industrial Road,
759 9831.
WICKER, all kin77
guns; 1977 Cordoba
$700; 1967 Mustang;
1974 3/4 Ford pick-up
$750; Alaskian Malamute puppies; Poodle
puppies; 1976 Chevy
van $2,100; 15' boat
753 6438.

27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
1973 MORGAN
doublewide mobile
home and ap
proximately 2 acres
7519316.
1979 BUCHANkER
mobile home 44x/4, 3
bedroom, 1 bath,
doublewide $15,500
cash or take over
payments of 5209/
month To be moved
436-2332 or 753 7206.
1479 FLEETWOOD. all
electric, 14x70, 3 bed
room, 7 bath, under
pinning outside storage
building, front porch.
Days 753 7114. Nights
492 8642.
1985 MOBILE home:
1.4x70, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2
bath. Also 10 13 acres
for sale. Call after 4p m.
759,9658.
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
1 BEDROOM, large
living room with garage
and washer and dryer
furnished. 436 5550.
OR 3 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished.
Some new furniture,
natural gas electric,
air . conditioned. Shady
Oaks. 753 5209.
DUPLEX mobile
homes. 2 12x50 nice
home joined together in
quiet country setting, 2
miles from town. 759
9921

29. Heating and Cooling
GAS furnace, 6 and 8
duct work 436 2606

du
en
fur
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hw
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roo
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MU
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for
Subs
BR
Apt
E q
Opp

30. Business Rentals
BUSINESS space, of
fice or store space at
Southside Shopping
Center 753-9386 or 753
4509.
34

Want to Rent

MSU Grad. Student (8,
minister) seeks inexpensive room for
MTWTh nights in or
near Murray for spring
semester Ph 314-547
5039.

32 Apts for Rent
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1 AND 2 bedroom
1988 1400, 2 BED
ROOM, 2 bath, all apartments furnished,
electric, CA & CH, wall close to university and
to wall carpet, blinds hospital, some utilities
and curtains, GE paid. 753 8756 or
753-4012.
stove/ refrigerator
D/W, underpinned and 1 BEDROOM duplex:
clean, remodeled, un
winterized, 9x12 deck
By appointment. 753- furnished, gas heat,
2922, ask for Tom, after refrigerator, range,
A/C 5140/ month
6p m. 753 7124,
FOR Sale By Owner: $140 de sit. 759 4441.
1979 Schultz 14x70, 2 I BE ROOM apar.f
bedroom, 1 bath, bulli- ment - private, electric
on front porch and heat and A/C, near
enclosed pool. 100x100 campus $185/ month
lot, edge of county with plus deposit. 753-8585
city water and city 1 BEDROOM duplex
sewer 714 River Road apartment for 1 or 2
(near Blalock Coleman people. Call 489-2595
Funeral Home) $17,500 1 BEDROOM apartFor appointment call ment near downtown
759 1688
Murray 753 4109

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major
Medical Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write it and one of our
companies writes more Individual
Guaranteed Renewable Health Insurance than any A -4- Best rated Company in America.
We represent 7 "A- Excellent and
"A 4- "Superior Best rated companies
to offer you the best possible rate and
be
Our local staff includes:
Sharon McConnell, Licensed Agent
Tracy McKinney, Licensed Agent
Jerry McConnell, General Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

'88 Mer
'87 Nis
'87 Cam
'87 Nis
.87 Gran
'87
'87 Corot
'87 Toyo
'87 Poll

HELP WANTED - HRD TRAINER
Martin Marietta Energy System's Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant has on immediate
need for an experienced HRD trainer who
will report to the Training Manager. Specific
requirements include:.
•5--10 years experience in developing and
presenting Management and Human
Resource training programs.
•Excellent verbal and written communication skills and administrative and
organizational skills.
'Strong problem-solving and interpersonal
skills required, along with the ability to
work effectively with diverse organizations.
U.S. citizenship and able to obtain a
or "C)- clearance.
•A Bachelor's degree or equivalent in
Human Resources is required.
We offer a competitive salary and benefits
package to the right professional. For consideration submit resume and salary history
to:
Joel Ellington
% Employment Department
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
Box 1410
Paducah, KY 42001-1410

'87 i.

86 Z28 It
'86 Toyota
'86 Chevy
'86 Chrysl
'86 Chevy
'86'; Toyo
'85 Olds C
'85 Chevy
'84 Cadills
'84 Chevy
'AS
•API

515
Mu rr
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Rent

Apts for

32

1 BEDROOM apart
ment . stove, refrigera,
tor and water furnished,
north of Murray 753
6120
1 BEDROOM log
duplex: off 94 East,
energy efficient, water
furnished, no pets, $200
75.3 8848 before 8. 30p.m.
BEDROOM, living
room, kitchen, utility,
bath, all carpeted, refrigerator, stove, gar
bage disposal and dis
hwasher furnished. $300
per month. 753 1695
8a - m.-5p.m.
I ROOM apartment for
rent: furnished or un
furnished, electric heat
753 6045.
DUPLEX. '2 bedrooms,
-11ove, refrigerator, no
pets. $300/ month plus
deposit. 1802 1/2 Mon
roe Ave. 753 5400 or
502 527 7382 after 5p.m.
rXTR A large 2 bed
room apartment for
rent. 753 3530.
MUR Cal opts Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984.
NICE 2 bedroom apar
tment: partially fur
nished, deposit and
lease, no pets, adults
Intersection of 444 and121. 436 5401.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Rent

Apts for

NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3 or 4 bedroom apart
ments• and room for
rent Locates near ca
Daytime
mpus
753 6111, night 753 0606.
NOW renting 1 and /
bedroom apartments
College Farm Rd
Apartments 753-3530
Poom for rent fur
nished, 1 block from ca
mpus, 175 per month plus
utilities. 759-41U.
SHARE duplex with an
other lady or female col
lege student Call 753 6909
after 5P.M
34. Houses for

Rent

1 BEDROOM house:
furnished, nice
close to
neighbor!',
universii , az
February 6th. 75.3- u
BEDROOM lake fronf
house for rent in Pine
Bluff Shores, 1250 a
month plus dePosil
753-9386 or 753 4509
I BEDROOM, 6 miles
northwest, No pets or
children. 753 6825
evenings.
BRICK home
ap
proximately 2 miles
from city limits, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living/ dining room,
large den and kitchen
With numerous
cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, stove
and refrigerator car
peted, central heat and
air, double carport No
indoor pets. $450 per
month plus_ deposit,
753'4845...

entals
ace, of
pace at
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or 753
Rent
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James W. Courtney, O.D.
Murray KY 7591429

505 Main Street

m-

We Are Now Taking
Applications
For County

Please apply at
The Murray
Ledger & Times

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

'87 Nissan PU

'87 Nissan Maxima
'87 Grand Am
'87 Dodge Dakota
'87 Corolla FX
'87 Toyota 4x4
'87 Pontiac Firebird Pro Am
'87 Dodge Dakota

.

'9,987
'6487
'11,987
'13,487
'8987
'8987
'9887
'9987
'12987
'8987

'86 Z28 Ira
'86 Toyota Liii8 P J
'86 Chevy C10 P LI
'86 Chrysler LaBaron
'86 Chevy Celebrity
'86,t Toyota Supra
'85 Olds Cutlass Supreme
'85 Chevy Conversion an
'84 Cadillac El Dorado
'84 Chevy 5-10 Ext Cab
ts

Livestock-Supplies

38

Pets-Supplies

AKC registered Golden
Retriever puppies. 753
4658.
AKC- registered Siber
ian Hinkle puppies, 6
weeks old. Call 753-5323
or after 5p.m. 759 1194.
43. Real Estate
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apart
ments, 1 block f,.om
campus $42,000, call
753 1203
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality h_omes..all
prices 753 1222, loll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make, buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you,
44

Lots for

Farms for Sale

/6 ACRES good cattle
farm near Ky. Lake.
stock barn, tobacco
barn and 2-story frame
house with carport and
garage. Located 12
mite east of Murray.
7 5 3 3 6 2 2 for more
information.
46

Motorcycles

49

Used

Ca.rs

Sale

RESIDENTIAL lots for
sale on Sunset Blvd ,
Loch Lomond and
Broach St 753-4782 No
call after 8p m.
45

47

1988 HONDA 300 4
wheeler, $2,400 firm
436 5358.
1988 YAMAHA Razz
Scooter. 753-8578.
I WHEELER' Yamaha
200 bought new in '87,
excellent condition.
Must sell. 436-5442.
130R1iRS Cycle and
AT V Center, Used
ATVs, parts, service,
accessories and tires.
200 North Main, Benton,
Ky. 502-527 1680,

Homes for Sate

I BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping rooms upstairs,
large living room and
dining room. Central
gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray,
$50,000. Call 753,1203.
I BEDROOM house in
Hazel, carpet, very
nice_ Will sell for pay
off. 492 8755,
I BEDROOM, 1 bath,
- 24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
approximately 5 miles
out of Murray. Call
after 7p.m. 437-4854,

,\,i,ow it's
Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN
New & Used
.73M Executwes &
Program vehtcies
901-642-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
1977 CHEVROLET Impala: good car, driven
every day, $400. 1974
VW Super Beetle good
condition, $375, 1964
Impala: 'needs' minor
repairs, $400. 753-7492.
1977 PONT AC Sunbird:
rebuilt inside and out,
very, very good condition. 436-2573.
1978 CHEVY pick-up:
PS, PB, A/C, tilt, good
condition, $2,800. 7599335.
1978 CHRYSLER Cor
doba 2 door, runs good,
$500, 753-3812 between
8:30a m. 4p.m.
1979 Z- 28 blue, clean,
good tires, power windows. 474-2374.
1981 AUDI 4000: 3speed, power windows,
power locks, A/C, 59,
000 miles. Call after
6p.m. 753-2558.

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

Slnoo
48 me
48 mo
48 rim
48mo,
48 mo.

192"*
16200 *
2580"
31500 *
20000*
20000*

'87 Plymouth Horizon
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'87 Dodge Omni
'87 Ford Ranger XLT P.U.
'86 Olds 98 Regency
'86 isuzu

48mo.
40 in°.
18 rno.

21500*

28800.
200°°*

'86 Honda Prelude
"86 Chevy SWB P.U.
'86 Toyota Corolla LE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'8987 limo 200°°*
5987 48 mu.
'6987 48 too.
'6987 48m.,
'7987
'12,487 48mo.
'4487 42 ino.
'9887 42mo,
'8987 42mo,
'6487 42m.,

'88 '82 '86

'11,987
'7987
'9387
6987
'5987
'14,900
'7487
09887
'8487
'5487

12.9%•

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

42m. 2860"
46m. 1730"
42 rre 2280
"
42.m 1720
"
42 mo 142°°*
46 m. 320°'
42mo 183°"
36 mo 2710
"
as no 2400"
00
36 mo 155 *
A85 '84 '83

84 Camry
'84 Nissan 4X4
84 Cekca GT
84 Dodge Convertible
83 Ford Ranger
83 Grand Prix
83 Olds Cutlass
82 Chevy Van
'79 Toyota PU
'76 Corvette
13.9% •

125"
1550"
15500*
178°"
270"*
112*
24300 *
2150"
160°"

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'6987 um.. 192"*
'7687 36m. 2,12°"
05987 36 mo. 1670"
'6487 36 rno. 1800"
'4,987 24 mo. 1350"
'3987 36 mo 1150"
05987 36mo. 167°"
'7987 24 mo, 358"*
'3487 24 mo 136m
'7987
'82 and Older

14.9%*

approved credit.
• APR with 20% down payment or equal trade equity plus tax A license fees with

515 S. 12th,
Murray, KY

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC,

Used Cars

49

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961

52
72

53

Boats Motors
V

BOTTOM

boa/
41-4P Mercury motor,
trailer, trolling motor,
battery, paddles, an
chors and life lockets,
$300 Call after Sp m
753 8711.
18' GLASSTRON1 146
HP newly rebuilt en
gine, new steering and
battery, nice trailer and
cover, sharp rig, $5,350
759 4697,
1979 14' LOWE • 1984
35HP electric start
Johnson, trolling motor,
depth finder, batteries
and more
Crappie
rigged and ready. $2,350
or best offer. 753-6172.
1988 RANGER 364 :
midnight blue and
silver, factory loaded
with all options. 1988
Yamaha Pro V 150 with
Yamaha stainless steel
prop, motor guide
route, 45 lbs. thrust
All
trolling motor
gauges are Yamaha:
speedometer, tack, water pressure and trim.
Lowrance 1240 in-dash,
surface temperature,
Lowrance X 40 LCR,
Lowrance X 16, paper
chart graph, Ranger
custom trailer. Very
few hours, still under
warranty 753-0504 after
6p.m.

d
1981 FORD Escort
door wagon, local 1
owner, 44,000 miles,
automatic, air, good
condition. Days
759 1839. Evenings 753
011.4,
1982 BUICK Skylark
Limited: 4 door, brand
new engine, $1,500.
Looking for a car? Call
Rick's Motor Sales and
Vinyl Roofs. 753 9872.
T tops,
1982 -REGAL
fully loaded, extra nice
car, must sell 759 1543
or 753-0509.
1982 RX7 Mazda - air,
tilt, $2,495 Can be seen
at 1500 Canterbury or
call 753 9710.
1982 2-28 - red with dove
grey interior, 62,000
miles, $5,200. 759 4717
53 Services Offered •
before 3p.m.
1983 FORD Escort XL' A 1 TREE Service and
blue, interior clean, stump removal. Your
excellent condition and professional tree ser
gas mileage, 51,000 vice All types, remoactual miles, some ex
val, topping, feeding.
Taylor, -5 Free estimates. 50'
tras, J
Repair,
Points Auto
bucket truck and chip
753-9181 or 753-8124.
per. Call 753 0906.
1983. Z 28, red, 50,006 ALLEN'S Tree and
miles, loaded, $6,500. Landscaping Service.
Call 492-8873 or 753-0327.
Free estimates. Haul
1985 PLYMOUTH
ng mulch, manure,
Grand Fury, excellent gravel, dirt 753-8619 or
753 6951 after 5p.m.
car, 53,200. 474 8057.
1966 CUTLASS Clefa 753 2332 24 Hour
Brougham: fully answering service.
loaded, low 'Miles, sharp APPLIANCE REPAIR.
car, 1 owner 759 1543 or We Service: dis
hwashers, disposals,
753-0509.
1986 OLDS 9E Regency ranges, ovens, re
Brougham: silver .. vith frigerators, washers &
blue interior, low miles dryers. Service on most
makes and models.
Call after bp m
G.E factory trained.
753.2558.
1 9 8 6 PLYMOUTH The Appliance Works,
Dr
Rob Mason Rd.,
Voyager Mini van
Hwy 783, 753-2455.
burgundy, good condi
lion, 83,000 miies, APPLIANt E SERVICE. Kenmore,
$6,000. 759-9698.
1986 PONTIAC 6000 Westinghouse,
STE, 27,000 miles. Call Whirlpool. 29 years
experience. Parts and
after 5p.m. 492-8783.
1986 Tourismo, 2 door, S service, used applianspeed, air, PS, PB, ces. Bobby Hopper,
sunroof, 4,xxx miles. 753-4872 or 436-5848.
$4350. Excellent. 762-2062. CHILD care in my
: home anytime.. Meals
1987 JEEP Wrartglersnacks furnished
blue with black hardtop, and
PS, PB, 4 cylinder, 20 437-3678
plus miles per gallon, 1
owner, 33,500 miles,
mint condition. Call,
Key Mini489-2273 after 5:30p.m
Warehouses
1987 NISSAN: 4 door,
mint condition, low
Hwy. 121 South
mileage. 753-6312.
GOVERNMENT
753-5562 if no answer:
SEIZED Vehicles from
753-6078, 753-0996
$100. Fords. Mercedes
•
Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide DU AWAY'S Painting ( 1 ) 805-687 6000 Ext interior, exterior, re
sidential, commercial
S-8155.
USED running Chevy 753-6951, it no answer,
engines 400 small block, 733-2332. Ask for Mike.
350's, 307, 409 truck,I. 292
truck 6. Truck and car
transmissions, clutches..
rear ends. Positrac's,
loose heads, crankshafts,
pistions, fly wheels; all
components. Car and
truck body pieces. Truck
motors, trans for Dodge,
Ford, Internation. Tires,
wheels. Re-ring engines
and valve jobs. Will in
stall! Will trade! Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet Tro Gas. 753
4184.
Need An Extra Car
"cXNe
For A Few Days?
44

Services Qttered

CHRIST1AN lady
do housecleaning
terences available
8899

will
Re
492

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any' type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL repair
Carpentry, plumbing,
roofing, yard and tree
work, wood $25 a rick.
Call 436-2642.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
I will babysit in my
home: 759 1683.
LICENSED Electrician, Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
Inc motor repairs. No
rewinding
Call
759 4751.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn
mercial Air condition
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set-ups, tear -downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
nurriCane straps 7594850.
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service.
Catl 759-4850.
PROFESSIONAL
Painting Contractor
Brighten up your home.
Call now to book your
top notch Quality Painter who has years
experience in 1-2-3 story
homes and businesses,
has all tools and
equipment. No lob too
large or too small
Phone now 753-5192.
QUALITY construction,
repairs and alteration.
Free estimates, Call G
& A, 436-2617.
REDING and Carter's
complete mobile home
repairs service. Call
492-8806 for estimate.
i-014 Sale- 3 storage
sheds like houses,
complete electric in
every way. 2 TVs, color.
1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
with complete hook-ups
for mobile homes. Rare
Doberman pinchers,
fond and rust color,
AK C registered. 2
mobile homes. You
have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492-8806.

Ledger & Times

Services ()tiered

53

Services Offered

53

ROCKY LOLSON Home WET tiASEratENt f7Cre
Repair. Roofing, siding, make wet basements
Work completely
dry
painting, plumbing, con
Call or
crete Free estimates guaranteed
write Morgan Con
Call 474.2307 or 753 6973.
SEWING machine rep struction Co Rt 2, Box
Paducah, Ky
air
All makes and 409A
42001 or call 1 442 7026
models, home and in
dustry. Call Kenneth WILL do babysitting in
Barnhill, 753 2674, my home Monday Fri
day 630a m 5p m
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N
SHEETROCK finishing, Have references 759
4144
new or repair. 436 2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service Topping, prun
ing, tree removal Ae
rial bucket truck. Fully
Painting
insured for your prot
& Paper Hanging
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage ,
No
Free estimates
obligations. 753 5484.
TELEPHONE wiring
jacks installed phones WILL do roofing.
moved residence and plumbing, painting, 8.
business eXperienced. Yard work. Call 753 4370
Cal Bobby Wade 753 or 436 5895
2220.
55 Feed and Seed
WILL do plumbing in
stallation & repa.rs, All GOOD quality. falT cuf
guaranteed. Free es fescue and clover baled
timates. Phone 492 8899 hay 51 75 per tale
or 753 1308
753 8.673

Jim Day
753-3716

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CARNET:
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
An Types 01

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8. see our showroom

•

Home for Sale
on 94 East

2 bedroom
basement style nome
w/ '2 acre
Must see to apprec,ate

$1.8,000
Pay '1.000 Down
Will finance 017.000
For 12 Years at 233.69 Per Month
With 13°/0 APR

Call Casey at TranSourn

759-4941

Dial-A-Service

New 1989 Camrys $12,9610°
TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

al

37

SHOW saddle
Silver
Royale, bridle, breast
collar, 14" seat, numbered, used 10 times,
$750. 436-2105.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity &550 & up Cadiz,
Ky. 522 7630.

'87 Dodge Dakota

'87 Camry LE

0

36. For Rent or Lease
100 ACRES of land for
rent Write to. P.O. Box
1040 B. Murray, KY
42071

BY Owner
2 or I
bedroom house on 1
acre lot. All appliances
included, gas heat,
natural stone fireplace
Approximately 8 miles
east of Murray, S20s
753 0807.
HOUSE and 2 rots 1
bedrooms, kitchen, liv
mg room, bath, dining
room, utility room,
carport, garden, 2 out
buildings, $21,000 492
8492.
NEWLY decorated
bedroom home: out
builuing, fruit. trees,
$28,000. Owner will fin
ance at fixed 10,5°'o
$5,000 down. 753 8848
before 8:30p.m.
WATERFRONT home
with boat dock, 2,400 sq.
ft. Also new 3 bedroom
homes in Murray, star
ling upper $50s Do
consider trades, Call
753 3672 after 5p.m.
MU build on our lots
or yours, using our
plans or your choice.
Over 125 years corn
bined experience
Tabers Builders 489
2126.

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY
'88 Mercury Topaz

oh
ate
ho
ifc

-BEDROOM, clean
remodeled, on
furnished, refrigerator,
range. A/C, washer/
dryer hook up 1250/
month, $250 deposit
759 .4441. -

M

Homes for Sale,

46

1502)442-5647.

Newspaper
Carriers

nd
les
nd

nt

Rent

1 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine
Crest „Resort. Quiet and
private setting, for sale
• er lease, Owner linanting, low down payment
a ii d lOw monthy
pa yments.

In the AlmolDexter Area

ajor
pieinour
ual
In-

Houses for

34

he
Murray

Rent From Gene At

DETAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502-753-2617
50

Trucks

1966 CHEVY pick up'
short wheel base, 6
cylinder, good condi
lion. 489-2578.
1973 CHEVY Step Van,
good condition 759,4522
days. 759-9422 nights,
1979 CHEVROLET
pick-up, $850. 753 4959
1979 FORD F250 Club
Wagon Chateau window
van: 4 captains chairs
and rear seat bed, good
condition. 753-9794.
1980 JEEP Renegade
black with black hard
top, PS, PB, rebuilt V-8
with under 20,000 miles,
carpeted interior, good
conditon, new tires.
753,0638.
1983 GMC 753 6621 or
753-8549,
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck: new rub
ber on the rear, fair on
the front, works 40'
pole, excellent condi
lion. 345.2561.
1987 CHEVROLET
pock up: low mileage,
6-60 warranty. 759-1777
after 4p.m.
1987 5-15 SMC Jimmy
fully loaded, 'blue/
silver 2 tone, 26,000
actual miles, 1 owner.
759-1543 or 7530509
4 MINI Vans: '11.1,
& iesi i Buy wholesale
and save! 753 0603
51

Phone
753-4961

Used

Campers

1977 ROAD Ranger
1/2', air awning, sleeps
6. 1985 Camper . 30',
full size bed, air, awn
mg. 435-4141 or 492-8580

'
ggs-

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

.Of 11.4.0 1,0.1 S

RANDY THORNTON HEATIN
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trans and Carrier dealer
for sales and service in Murray
and Calioniay County.

TIRANE
•

802 Chestnut.

Phone
753-2571

Tutelfatii)

753_8181

no.am

Murray•Colloway County Hospital

753-5131

k0Or ••01rr r

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588

Center Dr off 641 N
old Boston Tea Party,
M-F 8 5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
'Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

7P3-9841

IBehind

Mu,r,et. -54:100, ,',.
aki:IelS
i'V,r71,I11,1
,s,,i:no

--

SnUtrer `.

:
Solar Screen,

Call Us Today!
(
4 /11/A
.,11.81?) 4IAINS a IN.S1,

Zj

121 13y-Pass

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

753-8407

Helping Need Carpet CI•ashig Co.
73344644
•Corpets dry within 1-2 hours or less.
•Lowest rotes possible.
'Prompt and efficient service.

HOLLAND TIRE
Speclaliztng in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd.

753-5606

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturdav 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Tax time means checking social security number

Donald Hall
Elizabeth Kidd Hall.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs
Willina Hale Hall, to whom he was
married on Aug. 14, 1949, one
daughter, Mrs. Terry )Donna )
Goodwin, and one granddaughter,
Jennifer Goodwin, Morganfield
one son, Richard Hall, Corbin.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Donald Hall, 66. of 1654 Ryan
Ave , Murray, died today at 9:26
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of First Christian
Church. Murray, Mr. Hall was a
retired civil engineer and a
veteran of World War II.
Born Feb.'21, 1922, in
Youngstown, Ohio, he was the son
of the late George Dewey Hall and

The Rev. H.D. Lax
The Rev. H.D. Lax, 63, died Sun. Mich., and Mrs. Velma Wilson,
day night at his home on Rt. 1, Spr- Paducah; four brothers, Robert
ingville, Tenn.
Lax and Glen Lax, Paris, Tenn.,
An ordained Baptist minister. Richard Lax, Plymouth, Mich.,
he was a member and Sunday and Frank Lax, Jackson, Tenn.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
School teache at Point Pleasant
Baptist Church. He was a charter p.m. at Point Pleasant Baptist
member of Paris Landing Kiwanis Church. The Rev. Jimmy Allison
will officiate.
Club and founder of H.D. Lax
Insurance.
Pallbearers will be Chris
Born June 18, 1925, in Henry Shankle, Mark
Chandler, Keith
County, Tenn., he was the Son of Jackson, Prentice
Lambert, Joel
the late Homer Mervin Lax and Owens, Bob
Ford, Riley Mohon
Winnie Gladys Stockdale Lax. and Jack Weaver.
Two brothers, Lee Lax and Welton
Lax, preceded him in death.
Burial will in the Buck Williams
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Cemetery.
Robbye Williams Lax; one son,
Friends may call from 3:30 to
Nicky David Lax, Paris, Tenn.; 8:30 p.m: today (Monday ) at
three sisters, Ms. Vonell Lax and Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Mrs. Fay Eddieman, Plymouth, Tenn.

Mrs. Elizabeth K. Coleman
Survivors are her husband, C.W.
Coleman; three sons, Dan Coleman,Paducah, Ron Coleman and
his wife, JeNeane, Murray, and
Stephen Coleman, New York City,
N.Y., an aunt; several cousins.

Memorial services for Mrs.
Elizabeth K. Coleman are today at
2 P.m. in the chapel of Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Ben
Bradford is officiating.
A reception will follow at the
Bray residence, 326 North Ninth
St., Paducah.
Mrs.- Coleman, 74, Paducah,
died Friday at 5:30 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital there.
She was the daughter of John
Douglas and Jane Dexter Butler.
She was a member of a
Presbyterian Church.

There wll be no visitation. The
body will be cremated.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Paducah
Cooperative, Ministry, Paducah,
Ky., or to St. Jude's Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.

Hoyt Like
Final rites for Hoyt Like were
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. James Lowrie and Charley
Bazzell officiated. Ernie RV
Bailey led the song service.
Pallbearers were James Gamble, Danny Dunn, Charles

Burkeen, Jay Like, Roger Jackson
and Brock Saladin.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Like, 72, Rt. 8, Murray, died
Thursday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Order Dates: Jan 20—
Feb.5
Deliveries/Booth Sales:
Mar. 10-26

GIRL SCOUTS

State Senator Higdon named
to newly created committee
State Sen. Charles Gregory
Higdon, D-Fancy Farm, was named to the newly created Senate
Economic Development, Tourism
and Energy Committee during the
General Assembly's recently completed Organizational Session.
The appointment was announced
by the chairman of the committee
on Committees, Senate President

Hog market
Federal-Shite Martut
Servite 3aninirt 10 1909
hentuck) Purch44i4e ;red Hog Barbet Report In
chides 3 Buying Stattnn• Receipts: Act 201. 1,0t
7110 Barrows 4 (tilts stendL .26 higher. SOW" antler
3011 Heady .30 higher over, 300 1.00-2.00 higher
1 S I 2 220-260 lb..
141.25-41 75
1 • 1-2 200-2211 lb.
139.25-41.25
• 2-3 Z28•250
1411.73-41.25
I • 3-4 2611-2711 lb..
339.75-441.75
Sown
I • 1.2 270-3341 lb...
1341.4141-31.041
1 • 1-3 3401-400 lb,
$29.1141•31.1114
1 • I 4110-300 lb,
129.044-341.110
S 1-3 304/ and up
8344.494:4:4.00 1eu' to 33.50
S 2•3 300-3410 lb..
1214.00 29.1111
4140144 12.5.00-27.50

Pro Tern John A. "Eck" Rose.
The new panel is one of 15 standing committees of the Senate. All
bills affecting commerce and industrial development, travel promotion and historic sites will be
referred to this panel, along with
public and private utility issues
previously reviewed by the Energy
Committee.
In addition, Higdon was named to
serve as one of two members of the
subcommittee on economic
development and energy, natural
resources, and environmental protection of the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. He will continue to serve on the Banking and
Insurance Committee and as chairman of the agriculture and Natural
Resources Committee.
Higdon, who has served in the
Senate since 1982, represents
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman and Trigg Counties.

Stock Market
Prices as of
+4.29
Industrial Average
2226.07
Previous Close
Air Products
44% unc
31%B 31%A
A.T.C.-Class A
29/
1
2 enc
AT&T
29% +1
/
4
Briggs a Stratton
Chrysler
27s/4 -OA
DIX Corp
32% + 1/ii
30/
1
2 +1
/
2
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
9B 9/
1
2A
447/44 + 1/4
Exxon
Ford
53 +%./
2
GAF Corp
47% +1
General Motors
881/4 +1
/
4
17% unc
GenCorp. Inc.
5,3% +14
Goodrich
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Band
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Tithe Inc.
t..S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

52% + ,
12
124% +1%
/
4
. 35% +1
14%B 141
/
2A
35% +1/4
8% unc
/
2
51% +1

103% -1/4
No Trade

C.

417/22
53/
1
2
105%
40/
1
2
31%

-1
/
4
-1
/
4
WV
unc
unc
8.41

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM,

Its that time of the year when
you should be receiving a Form W-2
from your employer for income tax
purposes. Here's an important tip:
Be sure to check your Social Security number and the name on the W-2
to see if they are correct. They are
likely to be correct, but if they are
not, it could mean trouble for you
later since the information is the
key to collecting Social Security
benefits. You should not trust your
memory when you check the W-2.
Match the number and name on the
W-2 with those on your Social
Security card. You should also

check your pay stub at the same
time. All the numbers and names
giould be the same as the one on
your Social Security card.
If you find differences in your
name or Social Security number,
you should bring the discrepancy to
the attention of your employer. You
should also report it to the nearest
Social Security office.
Over the years, Social Security
studies have shown that about 5
percent of the wage reports it
receives from employers contain
errors, usually a wrong number. 4
wrong number can result from a
single transposed digit.

Calloway County team wins
Louisville speech tournament
The Calloway County Speech
Team participated in the Louisville
Srinity Winter Invitational Speech
Tournament this past weekend. Out
of the 29 schools competing
Calloway placed first with 325 pts.
Tates Creek was 2nd with 118 pts.
Franklin Simpson placed 3rd with
106 pts.
Individuals qualifying for the
final round of competition but not
receiving awards were: Lisa
Culver, Loren Wisehart, Misti
Holcomb, Debbie Mott, Stephen
Lovett and Johnny Phillips.

Those placing were: JOy Wyatt
3rd- in poetry; Heidi Heiss 3rd in
prose; Tracy Ross 2nd and Jon
Rose 1st in extemp.; Amy Helm 3rd
in persuasive speaking; Scottie
Rice 3rd in Humerous Interp.:
Shelly Burnett 3rd in Dramatic Interp.; Patrick Orr 2nd in storytelling; Jamie Futrell 1st in storytelling; Shane Black 2nd in broadcasting; April Erkman 3rd, and
Tim Barnes 2nd in L.D. Debate.
Coach Larry England will be taking the team to Murray High School
to compete on Jan. 28.

Bartolucci on space committee
Dr. Luis A. Bartolucci,
associate professor in the Department of Geosciences at Murray
State University, has been appointed chairman of the Pan
American Space Science Applications Subcommitte by the Minister
of Science and Technology of
Costa Rica.
Dr. Oscar Arias, president of
Costa Rica and Nobel laureate, is
president of the committee. Other
members are Dr. Franklin Chang.
Diaz, NASA astronaut;-Dr. Lewis
Freedman, executive director of
the Planetary' Society; Dr. Sergie
Camacho, United Nations Outer
Space Affairs Division; and other

internationally-known space
scientists from NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
Bartolucci said that the Pan
American Space Committee's
primary responsibility is to coordinate the first Latin American
meeting to explore the feasibility
of creating a Pan American Space
Organization PASO ). The
meeting is tentatively scheduled
in December 1989.
Bartolucci earned the B.S., M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees at Purdue
University. He joined the MSU
faculty in 1986.

Extreme care with antifreeze fluid
necessary to save the lives of pets
Pet owners are being urged to exercise extreme caution in handling
and disposing of antifreeze.
Dr. Wade Kadel, director of Murray State University's Breathitt
Veterinary Center (BVC I in
Hopkinsville, said the incidence of ,
antifreeze poisoning in animals increases during cold weather.
"Dogs and cats like the sweetish
taste of the extremely poisonous
chemical," he explained, "and will
drink it even when water is
available."
Kadel said poisonings occur most
commonly when automobile, truck
or tractor anitfreeze is changed
and as a result of leaks' onto the
floors of garages and other areas
where vehicles are kept.

A dog must drink only 4% ounces
and a cat only 4 ounce of the fast.
acting poison to cause coma and
death. Vomiting usuallly prevents
sudden death, according to Kadel,
but by then enough antifreeze has
been absorbed to initiate kidney
failure.
"Symptoms of kidney failure are
lack of appetite, depression,
vomiting and finally death," he
said. "Time is critical and prompt
treatment by a veterinarian can
often save a pet."
The poison control center of the
BVC is available to assist
veterinarians in diagnosing,
monitoring the progress and
treating all types of poisoning in
animals, Kadel added:

When a discrepancy in the wage
reports occurs, the Social Security
Administration must check with
the employer for a correction. If the
person is still working for that
employer, there is generally little
problem correcting the wage
report. However, if the person is
not, reconciling the earnings with
the correct record can be difficult.
Such errors can happen at any
point in a person's working life and
are sometimes not caught until he
or she applies for benefits. When
that happens, it can mean problems. Thisis because the number
and name on the Social Security
card must be the same as that on
your Social Security records. If
your employer has been reporting
your earnings under a different
number and it is not caught, then
you may be missing those earnings

from your record. The earnings on
your Social Security earnings
record is the basis for eligibility for
benefits and the amount of benefits.
We urge people to check their
earnings records at least once
every 3 years. Over one's working
life, things can happen that can
result in errors. This is especially
true for people who change jobs frequently or who hold more than one
job at a time. Each time the name
and Social Security niAnber is
recorded, there is an oppotunity for
error. Also many women forget to
change their name when they
marry, and this shows up as an error in the records.
To check your earnings, all you
have to do is call our Paducah office at 443-7506 or call our Mayfield
office at 247-8095: if you are in a toll
area you may call 1-800-2345-SSA.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"Most of our so-called reasoning
consists in finding arguments for
going on believing as we already
do"
— James Harvey Robinson.

NORTH
116
+72
V A K 763
•10 8 6 2
48 3

They weren't, of course, and West
ran off four winners to beat the
game one trick.
How can South improve on his
play? To start with, he should hold
up his spade ace until the third
round. If spades are 4-4, it won't
matter. But if they are 5-3, it can
make a big difference.
After winning the third spade.
South should cross to dummy to lead
a club, resisting the temptation to
cash the clubs from the top. When
East's jack appears. South can now
cinch the game by ducking it. If
East has a spade to lead, it's the defenders' last trick. And if he switches to anything else, South has a sure
nine winners.

3.

Opening lead Spade four
LEAD WITH THE ACES
1-16-B

South holds
•A 5 3
A Q 8652
•9
. 4AQJ
West
East
North
Pass
3
3
6
Dbl
All pass

South
1
6'

ANSWER: Diamond nine Try for as
large a set as possible
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

: BOONE'S
CLEANERS

Pleae Present Coupon
Good Thru Jan 18

Shirts
85(

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department responded to three
accidents this morning involving
icy bridges. According to Sheriff
J.D. Williams, Ronald P. Hodge,
Route 2, Hazel, was traveling
north on Ky. 121 around 6:50 a.m.
when he lost control of his pick-up
on an icy bridge and flipped the
truck. He was taken to Murray.
Calloway County Hospital, it was
reported.
Also according to Williams, Dan
Hill, 45, Route 3, Benton, was
southbound on U.S. 641 south when
he hit a patch of ice on the first
bridge south of Murray. He lost
control of his vehicle, running
through a guard rail, turning over,
and finally coming to rest on top of
the guard rail. The Murray Fire
Department assisted in the rescue
and stood by until the ambulance
took Hill to MCCH. Once there.
Williams said he was treated and
released.
Deputy Sheriff Dan Bazzell also
reported a three-car accident this
morning on 121 past BlalockColeman Funeral Home. According to the report. a car in front of
Loretta D. Meador. 43, New Concord, stopped. Meador stopped
also, but her car slid sideways on
the icy bridge. Bonnie Lill, 35,
Erin. Tenn., was unable to stop
and hit Meador in the driver's
side Charles H. Adams, 30, New
Concord, could not stop in time

5

and hit Lill in the side. Bazzell said
no injuries were reported as a
result of the accident.
The Murray Police Department
responded to two accidents over
the weekend. According to the accident report, Michelle R. Marine,
21, Route 1, Murray, was leaving
Riviera Courts at 2:55 p.m. Friday. According to the report
Marine exited the court's entrance
to cross the northbound lane of
U.S. 641 to get to the median to
continue south. In the process
Marine's car was hit by a northbound car driven by Dorys E.
Norsworthy, 60, 1614 Kirkwood,
Murray. No injuries were reported
as a result of the accident
On Saturday, at 2:16 p.m., an accident occurred at the intersection
of Poplar and South 8th Street.
Kenneth P. Tucker, 48, 509 Shady
Lane, Murray, was northbound on
South 8th and Michael A. Reed, 32,
204 Vine, Murray, was traveling
west on Poplar. According to the
report, Tucker pulled up to the intersection and pulled into the path
of Reed. Reed was unable to stop
because of the wet road and hit
Tucker.

$380
for

Please Present Coupon
Good Thru Jan 18

Laundry and Dry
Cleaning Services

4 Locations
I 13th Main
North 12th
I Storey Ave.
603 Main

753-2552

CORN-AUSTIN'S

FINAL MARKDOWN SALE
Now In Progress!!!
Hurry in for great selection!
Downtown Murray
Paducah

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
3
1
GM QUALITY 11
SERVICE PARTS
..C •C•1.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

611 South
Murray
753-2617

beep The

NOTICE
VVi. 14.1111
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Grovel

KELK STUMP REMOVAL
11.11111 .1111/ 141`1111/V1•11

1)....1) I WI' 1`01111#11
Yoraiciiiel Cross Tiips
4 3!:, 4343 134)I) K4.111$1
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41fi 4319 Rob 1Kiirti1, Jr
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WEST
EAST
•Q J 8 4 3
4K 95
V Q982
"I make the game if the clubs are •10 4
•K 7 5 4 3
3-2," alibied South. "And if they're •Q 9
4J
not," he continued,'I still win if the 4 10 9 7 5
spades are 4-4." This was true
SOUTH
4 A 106
enough as far as he went, but he still
VJ5
missed the chance to make a good
•A J
,
4A K Q6 4 2
With visions of six solid club winners, South took the first spade and
Vulnerable: Both
started the clubs. East discarded on Dealer: South
the second round, but South contin- The bidding.
East
West
North
ued clubs anyway; he would still South
Pass
Pass
1
have nine winners if spades were 14
Pass
Pass
Pass
3 NT
4-4,

Accidents blamed on weather
Weather conditions in the area
contributed to many accidents this
morning and over the weekend,
according to reports from local
law enforcement officals.

BdBBY WOLFF

1985 Chevy Scottsdale
pt ,
4x4, red/tan, p w
AM-FM. air, auto
$9,500.00
4-4-444441-4444
•", 44111111111110rai

,

